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A robust theory of the mechanism of pair density wave (PDW) superconductivity (i.e. where
Cooper pairs have nonzero center of mass momentum) remains elusive. Here we explore the trian-
gular lattice t-J-V model, a low-energy effective theory derived from the strong-coupling limit of
the Holstein-Hubbard model, by large-scale variational Monte Carlo simulations. When the elec-
tron density is sufficiently low, the favored ground state is an s-wave PDW, consistent with results
obtained from previous studies in this limit. Additionally, a PDW ground state with nematic d-
wave pairing emerges in intermediate range of electron densities and phonon frequencies. For these
s-wave and d-wave PDWs arising in states with spontaneous breaking of time-reversal and inversion
symmetries, PDW formation derives from valley-polarization and intra-pocket pairing.

Introduction: A pair-density-wave (PDW) is an ex-
otic superconducting (SC) state whose Cooper pairs have
a nonzero center-of-mass momentum [1]. While in a
broad sense, the magnetic-field-induced Fulde-Ferrell-
Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) states [2, 3] can be viewed
as forms of PDW order, the term is usually used to refer
to a state that is possible only in a strongly correlated
electron fluid, typically without need of a magnetic field.
It has been proposed that a PDW phase arises in cer-
tain underdoped cuprate superconductors, for example,
1/8 hole-doped LBCO and other members of the La-214
family [4–10] and in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x (Bi-2212) [11–
15]. Experimental evidence of PDW order has also been
reported in other materials including certain Kagome
metals[16, 17], UTe2 [18–20], and some Fe-based super-
conductors [21, 22].

However, it has proven challenging to theoretically es-
tablish the existence of PDW ground states in any micro-
scopic model, other than for certain 1D models [23–27],
or in mean-field treatments of higher dimensional mod-
els in a strongly interacting regime where the validity of
such solutions is largely uncertain [28–51]. For instance,
density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) studies of
various models on ladders have either found no evidence
of significant PDW correlations, or at best of PDW cor-
relations that fall off fast enough as a function of distance
that the corresponding susceptibility is presumably non-
divergent, even at T → 0 [52–59].

Recently, three of us [60] established analytically that
PDW order occurs in the 2D triangular lattice Holstein-
Hubbard model in the strong-coupling limit for a narrow
range of parameters. More generally, we showed that in
the strong coupling limit, the low-energy physics is ac-
curately represented by an effective model operating in
a reduced subspace (with no double occupancy), that is
similar to the t-J-V model familiar as the strong-coupling
limit of the plain Hubbard model. However, one new fea-

ture is that electron hoppings are suppressed by a Frank-
Condon factor such that the effective model can be in an
unfamiliar range of parameters (e.g. t ≪ J, V ). In partic-
ular, the PDW was shown to emerge for dilute electrons,
negative t [60], and an appropriate range of phonon fre-
quencies. A DMRG study of the effective t-J-V model
on ladders with up to eight legs showed further evidence
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A robust theory of the mechanism of pair density wave (PDW) superconductivity (i.e. where
Cooper pairs have nonzero a non-zero center of mass momentum) remains elusive. Here we explore
the triangular lattice t-J-V model, a low-energy effective theory derived from the strong-coupling
limit of the Holstein-Hubbard model, by large-scale variational Monte Carlo simulations. When
the electron density is sufficiently low, the favored ground state is an s-wave PDW, consistent with
results obtained from a previous study in this limit. Additionally, a PDW ground state with nematic
d-wave pairing emerges in the intermediate range of electron densities and phonon frequencies. For
these s-wave and d-wave PDWs arise in states which with spontaneous breaking of time-reversal and
inversion symmetries; PDW formation derives from valley-polarization and intra-pocket pairing.

Introduction: A pair-density-wave (PDW) is an ex-
otic superconducting (SC) state whose Cooper pairs
have a nonzero non-zero center-of-mass momentum [1].
While in a broad sense, the magnetic-field-induced Fulde-
Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) states [2, 3] can be
viewed as forms of PDW order, the term is usually used
to refer to a state that is possible only in a strongly cor-
related electron fluids fluid, typically without need of a
magnetic field. It has been proposed that a PDW phase
arises in certain underdoped cuprate superconductors, for
example, 1/8 hole-doped LBCO and other members of
the La-214 family [4–6] (where the most dramatic experi-
mental signature is dynamical layer decoupling [4, 7–10]),
and in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x (Bi-2212) [11–15]. Experimen-
tal evidence of PDW order has also been reported in other
materials including certain Kagome metals[16, 17], UTe2

[18–20], and some Fe-based superconductors [21, 22].
However, it has proven proved challenging to theoret-

ically establish the existence of PDW ground states in
any microscopic model, other than for certain 1D mod-
els [23–27], or in mean-field treatments of higher dimen-
sional models in a strongly interacting regime where the
validity of such solutions is uncertain [28–51]. For in-
stance, Density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
studies of various models on ladders have either found
no evidence of significant PDW correlations, or at best
of PDW correlations that fall off fast enough as a func-
tion of distance that the corresponding susceptibility is
presumably non-divergent, even at T → 0 [52–59].

Recently, three of us [60] established analytically that
PDW order occurs in the 2D triangular lattice Holstein-
Hubbard model in the strong-coupling limit for a narrow
range of parameters. More generally, we showed that in
the strong coupling limit, the low-energy physics is ac-
curately represented by an effective model operating in
a reduced subspace (with no double occupancy), that is
similar to the t-J-V model familiar as the strong-coupling

limit of the plain Hubbard model. However, one new
feature is that electron hoppings are exponentially sup-
pressed by a Frank-Condon factor such that the effective
model can be in an unfamiliar range of parameters (e.g.
t " J, V ). In particular, the PDW was shown to emerge
for dilute electrons, negative t [60], and an appropriate
range of phonon frequencies. A DMRG study of the effec-
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FIG. 1. (a) 2D triangular lattice where the arrows indicate
the direction of the orbital currents in the valley-polarized
ground states. (b) The first Brillouin zone is contained within
the solid lines with ΓΓΓ, KKK, KKK′ points marked. The red circles
indicate the occupied valleys in the valley-polarized state. (c)
Phase diagrams of the effective t-J-V model in the limit of
large system size with various electron densities, n = Ne/N .
Here ωD is phonon frequency in the Holstein-Hubbard model.
The specific parameters used in the calculation are listed in
Table I. The PDW ordering vector is QQQ = 2KKK. Abbreviations:
sPDW = s-wave pair density wave; nematic dPDW = d-wave
PDW plus broken lattice rotational symmetry.
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FIG. 1. (a) 2D triangular lattice where the arrows indicate
the direction of the orbital currents in the valley-polarized
ground states. (b) The first Brillouin zone is contained within
the solid lines with ΓΓΓ, KKK, KKK′ points marked. The red circles
indicate the occupied valleys in the valley polarized state. (c)
Phase diagrams of the effective t-J-V model in the limit of
large system size with various electron densities, n = Ne/N .
Here ωD is phonon frequency in the Holstein-Hubbard model.
The specific parameters used in the calculation are listed in
Table I. The PDW ordering vector isQQQ = 2KKK. Abbreviations:
sPDW = s-wave pair density wave; nematic dPDW = d-wave
PDW plus broken lattice rotational symmetry.
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of a PDW with valley-polarization for a larger range of
parameters than could be treated analytically [61]. How-
ever, further work is needed, even for the t-J-V model, to
establish the existence of a PDW groundstate in 2D and
to extend the results beyond the dilute limit and beyond
the narrowly constrained (and rather artificial) range of
parameters that could be treated analytically.

We thus investigate an effective t-J-V model on the
2D triangular lattice with up to 324 sites using a vari-
ational Monte Carlo (VMC) approach. Specifically, we
consider a set of variational states with different patterns
of broken symmetries with variable strengths of uniform
(BCS) superconducting, PDW, charge-density-wave, ne-
matic, and time-reversal symmetry breaking order pa-
rameters. We use VMC to identify the lowest variational
energy among all these states. Despite known shortcom-
ings of variational approaches to many-body systems [62],
such approaches often have proven successful in identify-
ing qualitative aspects of many ground-state phase dia-
grams. Parameters for the effective t-J-V model [Eq. (1)
below] we have studied are derived from the original
Holstein-Hubbard model (see Table I above).

Our VMC study produces the quantum phase diagram
shown in Fig. 1(c). Salient features are: (i) A s-wave
PDW in the low electron density regions for ωD/|t| = 2.
Here, electrons are valley-polarized with spontaneous
breaking of time-reversal and inversion symmetries, and
the PDW arises from intra-pocket pairing with center-of-
mass momentum QQQ = 2KKK. (ii) For ωD/|t| ≳ 2.5, a dis-
tinct nematic d-wave PDW phase with broken lattice ro-
tational symmetry arises at intermediate electron density.
Both PDWs found in our study are commensurate which
differs from the weakly incommensurate PDW found in
the DMRG study [61]; as discussed below, this disagree-
ment may be real, but may be a finite size artifact of the
present calculation. (iii) PDW order disappears when
the electron density is increased beyond a critical value,
beyond which charge density wave (CDW) and 120◦ an-
tiferromagnetic (120◦-AFM) order appear for all ωD we
studied.

Model and method: In the present paper, we study
the effective t-J-V model on the triangular lattice:

Heff =− t1
∑

⟨i,j⟩,σ

[
c†iσcjσ +H.c.

]

− t2
∑

⟨i,m,j⟩,σ

[
c†iσ(1− 2nm)cjσ +H.c.

]

− (τ + 2t2)
∑

⟨i,m,j⟩

[
s†imsmj +H.c.

]

+ J
∑

⟨i,j⟩

[
Si · Sj −

ninj

4

]
+ V

∑

⟨i,j⟩
ninj , (1)

where projection onto states with no doubly occupied
sites is implicit, ⟨i, j⟩ and ⟨i,m, j⟩ represent the sums
over the nearest-neighbor sites and triplets of sites such

TABLE I. Parameters in the effective t-J-V model [Eq. (1)]
derived from the original Holstein-Hubbard model by fixing
t < 0, Ue-e/|t| = 22, and Ue-ph/|t| = 18 but varying the
phonon frequency ωD (see Ref. [60] for details).

ωD/|t| J/|t| V/J t1/J t2/J τ/J
2.0 0.20 0.65 −0.056 0.0081 0.0096
2.5 0.20 0.66 −0.14 0.019 0.024
3.0 0.21 0.67 −0.24 0.033 0.044

that m is a nearest-neighbor of two distinct sites i and
j, respectively. c†iσ is a creation operator of spin σ (↑
or ↓) at site i, Si = c†iα

σσσαβ

2 ciβ is the spin operator on

site i, ni =
∑

σ c
†
iσciσ is the electron number operator,

and sij = 1√
2
(ci↑cj↓ + cj↑ci↓) = sji is the annihilation

operator of a singlet Cooper pair on bond ⟨i, j⟩.
The original Holstein-Hubbard model contains four

independent parameters with units of energy, the bare
nearest-neighbor hopping, t, the bare phonon frequency,
ωD, the phonon induced attraction, Ue-ph, and the bare
Hubbard Ue-e; the parameters that appear in the effec-
tive t-J-V model are functions of these [60]. The val-
ues of these - and the bare parameters they come from
- are then listed in Table I. In particular, we assume
Ue-e > Ue-ph ≫ |t| which is what gives rise to the no
double-occupancy condition. As can be seen from the
table, for small ωD, the effective electron hoppings (e.g.
t1, t2, and τ) are strongly suppressed while the exchange
interaction J and density-density interaction V are not
significantly affected. We have not considered very low
phonon frequencies here because the effective electron
hoppings will become exponentially smaller, so any PDW
or SC states would be expected to have such low coher-
ence scales that they are likely preempted by other types
of order.
The VMC approach we adopt uses Gutzwiller pro-

jected trial wave functions, which is a powerful method
to deal with strongly correlated systems [63, 64]. Specif-
ically, we use Gutzwiller-projected mean-field-type wave
functions of the form PNe

PG|Ψmf⟩ where PG projects out
any states with doubly occupied sites, PNe

is the projec-
tion operator onto states with a fixed number of electrons
Ne, and |Ψmf⟩ is constructed as the ground state of the
following quadratic (mean-field-like) Hamiltonian [65],

Hmf =
∑

i,l

(
Ti,al

F†
i Fi+al

+∆i,al
F†

i F̄i+al
+H.c.

)

+
∑

i

(
ΛiF†

i Fi +Mi · F†
i

σσσ

2
Fi

)
, (2)

where Fi = (ci↑, ci↓)T, F̄i = (c†i↓,−c†i↑)
T, and aaal with

l ∈ {1, 2, 3} are primitive vectors shown in Fig. 1(a). Here
Ti,al

are effective complex hopping amplitudes, ∆i,al
ef-

fective pair-fields, Λi is a site energy, and Mi is an
effective Zeeman field that induces various patterns of
magnetic order. A pattern of phase order for the hop-
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FIG. 2. Properties of the sPDW state with ωD = 2 and n =
1/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) The static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted line represents the
first Brillouin zone.

The various mean-field wave functions we have ana-
lyzed correspond to different patterns and magnitudes of
the fields in Eq. (2). For example, where time-reversal
symmetry is unbroken, the lowest energy variational
state has φi,al

= 0. A PDW state corresponds to a spatial
varying pair-field

∆i,al
=

{
∆̃i,al

(eiqqq·rrri + e−iqqq·rrri), LO-type

∆̃i,al
eiqqq·rrri , FF-type

(3)

where ∆̃i,al
= ∆s, ∆d cos(2θl), or ∆d+ide

2iθl correspond-
ing to s-wave PDW, d-wave nematic PDW, d+id-wave
PDW, respectively, with θl being the azimuth angle of
aaal. When the PDW ordering vector is at the high sym-
metry point, the s-wave PDW is invariant under C6 while
a d-wave PDW is necessarily nematic [66–68]. In addi-
tion, the rotation symmetry is necessarily broken even in
an s-wave pairing if the PDW ordering vector is generic. [
I am confused about the meaning of the above. The PDW
ordering vector - even in an s-wave - means that rotation
symmetry is necessarily broken.] Note that qqq is the cen-
ter of mass momentum of the pairing in the mean-field
wave function before Gutzwiller projection, which is also
a variational parameter, and we choose those pairing-
symmetry-inspired form factors for all qqqs simultaneously.
A translationally invariant SC trial wave function corre-
sponds to qqq = 0. We also consider CDW order through
modulated Λi, 120◦-AFM order through three-sublattice
local field Mi, as well as states with multiple broken sym-
metries [for more details see the Supplemental Material
(SM)].

In implementing the VMC calculations, the projec-
tions PNe

and PG must be enforced exactly. The cen-
tral quantity to be computed is the variational energy,
E(x) = 〈Ψ(x)|Heff|Ψ(x)〉/〈Ψ(x)|Ψ(x)〉, where |Ψ(x)〉 =
PNePG|Ψmf(x)〉, and x denotes the variational parame-
ters (Tij , ∆ij , Λi, Mi, qqq). The calculations have been
performed on 2D triangular lattices with up to 18 × 18
sites and periodic boundary conditions along both direc-
tions (namely on a torus).

VMC results: Here we study physics of the effec-
tive t-J-V model whose parameters are listed in Table
I. The main results are the VMC phase diagrams as a
function of electron densities shown in Fig. 1(c). For rel-
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FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3, n =
0.4167. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static superconductivity structure factor |SSC

a1a1
(kkk)|;

(c) Tthe static spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box
represents the first Brillouin zone.

electron density increases, the effective Fermi surface of
sPDW increases proportionately (see the SM).

To characterize the SC state, we calculate the static
superconductivity structure factor in the projected state,

SSC
aaa,aaa′(kkk) =

1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
aaa(rrri)∆aaa′(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
aaa(rrri) = (c†

rrri,↑c
†
rrri+aaa,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa,↑c
†
rrri,↓) creates a sin-

glet pair on the nearest-neighboring bonds along the aaa
direction. We find that the SC structure factor peaks at
QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
over the entire range of density we have explored and
for any reasonable choice of qqq in the pre-projected wave
function. We take this as indicating the existence of
PDW order that arises from intra-pocket pairing with
a commensurate center of mass momentum, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). As the electron density increases, the peak of
the SC structure factor becomes higher (see the SM for
details). Note that DMRG calculations of the model on
cylinders with Nx $ Ny find an incommensurate s-wave
PDW [61], which we attribute to the special geometry of
long cylinders (see the SM for more details). ??? I am
not sure I understand this last statement.

To check the magnetic properties of the projected state,
we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri
· SSSrrrj

〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c),
for the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in
the static structure factor. This is consistent with the
observation that in this range of parameters, the varia-
tion energy is minimized when Mi = 0. In other words,
there is no long-range magnetic ordering in the sPDW
state although the valley-polarized state spontaneously
breaks time-reversal symmetry.

Determining the internal structure of the PDW is a
bit more involved. The dPDW state is obtained when
the pre-projected wave function has a d-wave form-factor,
∆i,al

= ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri , where θl is the azimuth angle

of aaal, while for an sPDW, it is of the same form but with
∆d cos(2θl) → ∆s. For ωD = 2, we find that the energy
of the optimized sPDW state is always lower than that
of the dPDW state from low to intermediate electron
densities. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we find

that the dPDW state is lower for the large density end
of the range we have explored, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In
common with what we found in the sPDW case, the vari-
ationally determined hopping parameters Ti,al

are such
that time-reversal and inversion symmetries are sponta-
neously broken, and the electrons are valley polarized, as
shown in Fig. 3(a), and the superconducting state has
pairing momentum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The spin structure factor of the dPDW state is shown
in Fig. 3(c). We find that the region of dPDW increases
with increasing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
The dPDW state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 ro-
tation symmetry of the triangular lattice, namely, it has
nematic order. It is interesting to note that for the t-
J-V model studied here the nematic dPDW state has
lower energy than the PDW with d+id pairing, which is
allowed by symmetry[67, 68].

It is important to stress that the sign of the bare hop-
ping t in the Holstein-Hubbard model is quite crucial to
induce PDW ground states, as anticipated in Ref. [60].
When t > 0 (resulting in only a change in the sign of t1
in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state found in
our VMC simulations at low electron density is a uniform
d-wave SC rather than a PDW.

For completeness, we have cursorily explored the evo-
lution of the ground state to larger values of the elec-
tron density (n), beyond the PDW ordering range. Here,
the typical ground state is a CDW state without mag-
netic orders. The CDW state is obtained from the pro-
jection of a mean-field wave function with spatial vari-
ations of on-site energy Λi, as shown in Table II. We
have calculated CDW states with different momenta to
obtain the state with the lowest possible energy. We find
that the momentum kkk∗ of the optimized CDW state is
typically incommensurate, with an amplitude that de-
creases when increasing n. The density structure factor
C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉 is indeed peaked at
the incommensurate ±kkk∗ as well as at the ΓΓΓ point (which
represents the uniform component of the charge density),
as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it is an incommen-
surate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiva-
lent to the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model

4

is concentrated at momenta around the KKK valley, and
the maximum value of n(kkk) is always larger than 1. This
observation is consistent with the pre-projected valley-
polarized wave function ansatz. Therefore, this state
is valley-polarized, spontaneously breaking time-reversal
and inversion symmetries. As the electron density in-
creases, the effective Fermi surface of sPDW becomes
large (for details see the SM).

To obtain the momentum of pairing in the projected
state, we calculate the static superconductivity structure
factor,

SSC
a1a1

(kkk) =
1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
a1

(rrri)∆a1
(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
a1

(rrri) = (c†
rrri,↑c

†
rrri+aaa1,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa1,↑c
†
rrri,↓), represent-

ing singlet pairing defined on the nearest-neighboring
bonds along !a1 direction. We find that the SC struc-
ture factor peaks at QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), because intra-valley pairing would
result in the total momentum of Cooper pairs QQQ = 2KKK
which is equivalent to KKK ′ = −KKK module a reciprocal
vector. Therefore, the PDW SC state arises from intra-
pocket pairing with a commensurate center of mass mo-
mentum, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Meanwhile, as the elec-
tron density increases, the peak of the static supercon-
ductivity structure factor becomes higher (see the SM for
details). The momentum QQQ of the PDW state obtained
by VMC does not sensitively depend on qqq in the mean-
field wave function, indicating that there is a strong ten-
dency towards intra-valley pairing with QQQ = 2KKK. More-
over, QQQ is 2KKK, independent of electron density, implying
that the commensurate PDW state is stable in models on
2D lattices. Note that DMRG calculations of the model
on cylinders with Nx % Ny find an incommensurate s-
wave PDW [59], which we attribute to the special geom-
etry of long cylinders (see the SM for more details).

To check the magnetic properties of the projected
state, we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri ·SSSrrrj 〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c), for
the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in the
static structure factor. In other words, there is no long-
range magnetic ordering in the sPDW state although the
valley-polarized state spontaneously breaks time-reversal
symmetry.

In the following, we shall show evidences of the
dPDW state in the intermediate electron density. The
dPDW state can be obtained from the projection of the
mean-field wave function with d-wave pairing ∆ij =
∆d cos(2θij)e

iqqq·(rrri+rrrj)/2. For ωD = 2, we find that the
energy of the optimized sPDW state is always lower than
that of the dPDW state from low to intermediate elec-
tron density. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we
find that the dPDW state is lowest in energy in interme-
diate electron density, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar to
the sPDW state, the best variational hopping parameters

4

observation is consistent with the pre-projected valley-
polarized wave function ansatz. Therefore, this state
is valley-polarized, spontaneously breaking time-reversal
and inversion symmetries. As the electron density in-
creases, the effective Fermi surface of sPDW becomes
large (for details see the SM).

To obtain the momentum of pairing in the projected
state, we calculate the static superconductivity structure
factor,

SSC
a1a1

(qqq) =
1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
a1

(rrri)∆a1(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
a1

(rrri) = (c†
rrri,↑c

†
rrri+aaa1,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa1,↑c
†
rrri,↓), represent-

ing singlet pairing defined on the nearest-neighboring
bonds along !a1 direction. We find that the SC struc-
ture factor peaks at QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), because intra-valley pairing would
result in the total momentum of Cooper pairs QQQ = 2KKK
which is equivalent to KKK ′ = −KKK module a reciprocal vec-
tor. Therefore, the PDW superconducting state arises
from intra-pocket pairing with a commensurate center of
mass momentum [30, 43, 51–53], as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Meanwhile, as the electron density increases, the peak
of the static superconductivity structure factor becomes
higher (see the SM for details). The momentum QQQ of
the PDW state obtained by VMC does not sensitively
depend on qqq in the mean-field wave function, indicating
that there is a strong tendency towards intra-valley pair-
ing with QQQ = 2KKK. Moreover, QQQ is 2KKK, independent of
electron density, implying that the commensurate PDW
state is stable in models on 2D lattices. Note that DMRG
calculations of the model on cylinders with Nx % Ny find
an incommensurate s-wave PDW [43], which we attribute
to the special geometry of long cylinders (see the SM for
details).

To check the magnetic properties of the projected
state, we compute the static spin structure factor S(qqq) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri ·SSSrrrj 〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c), for
the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in the
static structure factor. In other words, there is no long-
range magnetic ordering in the sPDW state although the
valley-polarized state spontaneously breaks time-reversal
symmetry.

In the following, we shall show evidence of the
dPDW state in the intermediate electron density. The
dPDW state can be obtained from the projection of the
mean-field wave function with d-wave pairing ∆ij =
∆d cos(2θij)e

iqqq·rrri . For ωD = 2, we find that the energy of
the optimized sPDW state is always lower than that of
the dPDW state from low to intermediate electron den-
sity. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we find that
the dPDW state is lowest in energy in intermediate elec-
tron density, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar to the sPDW
state, the best variational hopping parameters Tij ob-
tained from VMC are complex featuring staggered flux

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(qqq) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(qqq) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

and valley polarization. It means that the electron’s en-
ergy at KKK point is lower than that at KKK ′ point (or vice
versa) and electrons will first occupy the valley with lower
energy (for details see the SM), resulting in valley polar-
ization. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the electrons dom-
inantly occupy one valley over the other. Therefore, the
superconducting state, if any, should arise from intra-
pocket pairing with momentum QQQ ∼ 2KKK. Indeed, we
find that the superconducting state has pairing momen-
tum QQQ = 2KKK = KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spin
structure factor of the dPDW state is shown in Fig. 3(c).
We find that the region of dPDW increases with increas-
ing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The dPDW
state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 rotation symme-
try of the triangular lattice, namely, exhibiting a nematic
order. It is interesting to note that for the t-J-V model
studied here the nematic dPDW state has lower energy
than the PDW with d+id pairing, which could happen
due to strong correlations [49, 50].

Note that the sign of the bare hopping t in the Holstein-
Hubbard model is quite crucial to induce PDW ground
states, as discussed in Ref. [42]. Indeed, in case that t is
set to be positive (resulting in only a change in the sign of
t1 in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state at low
electron density becomes a uniform d-wave SC instead of
PDW, as shown in our VMC simulations.

When the electron density n is further increased be-
yond the PDW ordering, the ground state is turned into
a CDW state (without magnetic orders). The CDW state
is obtained from the projection of a mean-field wave func-
tion with spatial variations of on-site energy Λi, as shown
in Table II. We calculated CDW states with different
momenta to obtain the state with the lowest possible
energy. We find that the momentum qqq∗ of the opti-
mized CDW state is incommensurate, whose amplitude
decreases when increasing electron density. The den-
sity structure factor C(qqq) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉
is indeed peaked at the incommensurate ±qqq∗ besides ΓΓΓ
point (which represents the uniform component of the
charge density), as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it
is an incommensurate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiv-
alent to the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

Tij obtained from VMC are complex featuring staggered
flux and valley polarization. It means that the electron’s
energy at KKK point is lower than that at KKK ′ point (or
vice versa) and electrons will first occupy the valley with
lower energy (for details see the SM), resulting in valley
polarization. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the electrons
dominantly occupy one valley over the other. Therefore,
the superconducting state, if any, should arise from intra-
pocket pairing with momentum QQQ ∼ 2KKK. Indeed, we
find that the superconducting state has pairing momen-
tum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spin
structure factor of the dPDW state is shown in Fig. 3(c).
We find that the region of dPDW increases with increas-
ing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The dPDW
state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 rotation symme-
try of the triangular lattice, namely, exhibiting a nematic
order. It is interesting to note that for the t-J-V model
studied here the nematic dPDW state has lower energy
than the PDW with d+id pairing, which could happen
due to strong correlations [66, 67].

Note that the sign of the bare hopping t in the Holstein-
Hubbard model is quite crucial to induce PDW ground
states, as discussed in Ref. [58]. Indeed, in case that t is
set to be positive (resulting in only a change in the sign of
t1 in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state at low
electron density becomes a uniform d-wave SC instead of
PDW in our VMC simulations.

When the electron density (n) is further increased be-
yond the PDW ordering, the ground state is turned into a
CDW state (without magnetic orders). The CDW state
is obtained from the projection of the mean-field wave
function with spatial variations of on-site energy Λi, as
shown in Table II. We calculated CDW states with dif-
ferent momenta to obtain the state with the lowest pos-
sible energy. We find that the momentum kkk∗ of the opti-
mized CDW state is incommensurate, whose amplitude
decreases when increasing electron density. The den-
sity structure factor C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉
is indeed peaked at the incommensurate ±kkk∗ besides ΓΓΓ
point (which represents the uniform component of the
charge density), as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it
is an incommensurate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiva-

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3, n =
0.4167. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static superconductivity structure factor |SSC

a1a1
(kkk)|;

(c) Tthe static spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box
represents the first Brillouin zone.

atively small electron density densities, the ground state
is a valley-polarized s-wave PDW state, and the region of
sPDW decreases with increasing the phonon frequency.
For a range of relatively large phonon frequencies, type
of d-wave PDW state arises at somewhat larger electron
densities. The dPDW state is nematic in the sense that
it breaks lattice rotational rotation symmetry sponta-
neously. Both sPDW and dPDW ground states exhibit
spontaneous valley polarization and hence break time-
reversal and inversion symmetries. If the density of elec-
trons is further increased, CDW and 120◦-AFM states
appear. Below we shall discuss in detail the properties of
the PDW states.

Firstly, we find that for the low electron density the
Gutzwhiller projected ground state with the lowest vari-
ational energy is always valley polarized. Valley polariza-
tion breaks inversion and time-reversal symmetries, but
is consistent with translation symmetry. It also features
an orbital loop current order of the sort shown in Fig. 1(a)
- which is a form of intra-unit cell orbital antiferromag-
netism (or altermagnetism to use a new buzz word). In-
deed, typically we find fully valley polarized states, so as
shown in Fig. 1(b) the Fermi surface encloses only one of
two related high symmetry points, taken to be KKK in the
figure. In the presence of such order, if SC is to arise at
all it is natural to expect PDW ordering since pairing two
electrons in the same valley results in Cooper pairs with
center-of-mass momentum ≈ 2KKK. Indeed, as discussed
below, although we treat the ordering vector qqq that, as
in Table II, appears in the variational ansatz as a varia-
tional parameter, we find that so long as qqq ≈ QQQ ≡ 2KKK,
after Gutzwiller projection we obtain a PDW state with
ordering vector exactly equal to QQQ, independent of qqq.

TABLE II. Mean-field Ansätze for different projected wave
functions appearing in the phase diagrams.

Ti,al ∆i,al Λi Mi

sPDW T ∆se
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

dPDW T ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

CDW T 0 Λ0 + Λ1 cos(qqq · rrri) 0
120◦ T 0 Λ0 120◦-AFM

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Properties of the lowest-energy variational sPDW
state for the model with ωD/|t| = 2 and filling n = 1/12.
(a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk) =∑

σ⟨c
†
kkkσckkkσ⟩ as a function of kkk in the first Brillouin zone (rep-

resented by the red dashed line) is plotted in color scale; it
is clear that the electrons are valley polarized. (b) The static
SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)| plotted in color scale; (c) The

static spin structure factor S(kkk) plotted in color scale.

ping amplitudes is assumed, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
where the arrows indicate the direction of positive ϕi,al

in Ti,al
= |Ti,al

|eiϕi,al with ϕi,al
∈ (−π, π].

The various mean-field wave functions that we have an-
alyzed correspond to different patterns and magnitudes
of the variational parameters in Eq. (2). A PDW state
corresponds to a spatial varying pairing field,

∆i,al
=

{
∆̃l(e

iqqq·rrri + e−iqqq·rrri), LO-type

∆̃le
iqqq·rrri , FF-type

(3)

where ∆̃l represents pairing field on bonds along aaal di-
rection. Whenever qqq = KKK, which is the high-symmetry
momentum point respecting C3 rotational symmetry, we
can set ∆̃l = ∆s, ∆d cos(2θl), or ∆d+ide

2iθl correspond-
ing to s-wave PDW, or d-wave nematic PDW, d+id-wave
PDW, respectively (θl being the azimuth angle of aaal).
The s-wave PDW is invariant under C3, while a d-wave
PDW, in which θl can be 0, 2π/3, or 4π/3, is necessarily
nematic [66–68]. Note that qqq is the center of mass mo-
mentum of the pairing in the mean-field wave function
before Gutzwiller projection and it is a variational pa-
rameter. A translationally-invariant SC trial wave func-
tion corresponds to qqq = 0. We also consider CDW order
through modulated Λi, 120

◦-AFM order through three-
sublattice local fieldMi, as well as states with co-existing
multiple broken symmetries [for details see Supplemental
Material (SM)].

In implementing the VMC calculations, the projec-
tions PNe

and PG must be enforced exactly. The cen-
tral quantity to be computed is the variational energy,
E(x) = ⟨Ψ(x)|Heff|Ψ(x)⟩/⟨Ψ(x)|Ψ(x)⟩, where |Ψ(x)⟩ =
PNe

PG|Ψmf(x)⟩, and x denotes the variational parame-
ters (Ti,al

, ∆i,al
, Λi, Mi, qqq). The calculations have been

performed on 2D triangular lattices with up to 18 × 18
sites and periodic boundary conditions along both direc-
tions (namely on a torus).

VMC results: Here we study physics of the effective
t-J-V model whose parameters are listed in Table I. The
main results are the VMC phase diagrams as a function of
electron densities shown in Fig. 1(c). For relatively small
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FIG. 2. Properties of the sPDW state with ωD = 2 and n =
1/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) The static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted line represents the
first Brillouin zone.

The various mean-field wave functions we have ana-
lyzed correspond to different patterns and magnitudes of
the fields in Eq. (2). For example, where time-reversal
symmetry is unbroken, the lowest energy variational
state has φi,al

= 0. A PDW state corresponds to a spatial
varying pair-field

∆i,al
=

{
∆̃i,al

(eiqqq·rrri + e−iqqq·rrri), LO-type

∆̃i,al
eiqqq·rrri , FF-type

(3)

where ∆̃i,al
= ∆s, ∆d cos(2θl), or ∆d+ide

2iθl correspond-
ing to s-wave PDW, d-wave nematic PDW, d+id-wave
PDW, respectively, with θl being the azimuth angle of
aaal. When the PDW ordering vector is at the high sym-
metry point, the s-wave PDW is invariant under C6 while
a d-wave PDW is necessarily nematic [66–68]. In addi-
tion, the rotation symmetry is necessarily broken even in
an s-wave pairing if the PDW ordering vector is generic. [
I am confused about the meaning of the above. The PDW
ordering vector - even in an s-wave - means that rotation
symmetry is necessarily broken.] Note that qqq is the cen-
ter of mass momentum of the pairing in the mean-field
wave function before Gutzwiller projection, which is also
a variational parameter, and we choose those pairing-
symmetry-inspired form factors for all qqqs simultaneously.
A translationally invariant SC trial wave function corre-
sponds to qqq = 0. We also consider CDW order through
modulated Λi, 120◦-AFM order through three-sublattice
local field Mi, as well as states with multiple broken sym-
metries [for more details see the Supplemental Material
(SM)].

In implementing the VMC calculations, the projec-
tions PNe

and PG must be enforced exactly. The cen-
tral quantity to be computed is the variational energy,
E(x) = 〈Ψ(x)|Heff|Ψ(x)〉/〈Ψ(x)|Ψ(x)〉, where |Ψ(x)〉 =
PNePG|Ψmf(x)〉, and x denotes the variational parame-
ters (Tij , ∆ij , Λi, Mi, qqq). The calculations have been
performed on 2D triangular lattices with up to 18 × 18
sites and periodic boundary conditions along both direc-
tions (namely on a torus).

VMC results: Here we study physics of the effec-
tive t-J-V model whose parameters are listed in Table
I. The main results are the VMC phase diagrams as a
function of electron densities shown in Fig. 1(c). For rel-
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FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3, n =
0.4167. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static superconductivity structure factor |SSC

a1a1
(kkk)|;

(c) Tthe static spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box
represents the first Brillouin zone.

electron density increases, the effective Fermi surface of
sPDW increases proportionately (see the SM).

To characterize the SC state, we calculate the static
superconductivity structure factor in the projected state,

SSC
aaa,aaa′(kkk) =

1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
aaa(rrri)∆aaa′(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
aaa(rrri) = (c†

rrri,↑c
†
rrri+aaa,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa,↑c
†
rrri,↓) creates a sin-

glet pair on the nearest-neighboring bonds along the aaa
direction. We find that the SC structure factor peaks at
QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
over the entire range of density we have explored and
for any reasonable choice of qqq in the pre-projected wave
function. We take this as indicating the existence of
PDW order that arises from intra-pocket pairing with
a commensurate center of mass momentum, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). As the electron density increases, the peak of
the SC structure factor becomes higher (see the SM for
details). Note that DMRG calculations of the model on
cylinders with Nx $ Ny find an incommensurate s-wave
PDW [61], which we attribute to the special geometry of
long cylinders (see the SM for more details). ??? I am
not sure I understand this last statement.

To check the magnetic properties of the projected state,
we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri
· SSSrrrj

〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c),
for the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in
the static structure factor. This is consistent with the
observation that in this range of parameters, the varia-
tion energy is minimized when Mi = 0. In other words,
there is no long-range magnetic ordering in the sPDW
state although the valley-polarized state spontaneously
breaks time-reversal symmetry.

Determining the internal structure of the PDW is a
bit more involved. The dPDW state is obtained when
the pre-projected wave function has a d-wave form-factor,
∆i,al

= ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri , where θl is the azimuth angle

of aaal, while for an sPDW, it is of the same form but with
∆d cos(2θl) → ∆s. For ωD = 2, we find that the energy
of the optimized sPDW state is always lower than that
of the dPDW state from low to intermediate electron
densities. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we find

that the dPDW state is lower for the large density end
of the range we have explored, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In
common with what we found in the sPDW case, the vari-
ationally determined hopping parameters Ti,al

are such
that time-reversal and inversion symmetries are sponta-
neously broken, and the electrons are valley polarized, as
shown in Fig. 3(a), and the superconducting state has
pairing momentum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The spin structure factor of the dPDW state is shown
in Fig. 3(c). We find that the region of dPDW increases
with increasing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
The dPDW state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 ro-
tation symmetry of the triangular lattice, namely, it has
nematic order. It is interesting to note that for the t-
J-V model studied here the nematic dPDW state has
lower energy than the PDW with d+id pairing, which is
allowed by symmetry[67, 68].

It is important to stress that the sign of the bare hop-
ping t in the Holstein-Hubbard model is quite crucial to
induce PDW ground states, as anticipated in Ref. [60].
When t > 0 (resulting in only a change in the sign of t1
in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state found in
our VMC simulations at low electron density is a uniform
d-wave SC rather than a PDW.

For completeness, we have cursorily explored the evo-
lution of the ground state to larger values of the elec-
tron density (n), beyond the PDW ordering range. Here,
the typical ground state is a CDW state without mag-
netic orders. The CDW state is obtained from the pro-
jection of a mean-field wave function with spatial vari-
ations of on-site energy Λi, as shown in Table II. We
have calculated CDW states with different momenta to
obtain the state with the lowest possible energy. We find
that the momentum kkk∗ of the optimized CDW state is
typically incommensurate, with an amplitude that de-
creases when increasing n. The density structure factor
C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉 is indeed peaked at
the incommensurate ±kkk∗ as well as at the ΓΓΓ point (which
represents the uniform component of the charge density),
as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it is an incommen-
surate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiva-
lent to the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model
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is concentrated at momenta around the KKK valley, and
the maximum value of n(kkk) is always larger than 1. This
observation is consistent with the pre-projected valley-
polarized wave function ansatz. Therefore, this state
is valley-polarized, spontaneously breaking time-reversal
and inversion symmetries. As the electron density in-
creases, the effective Fermi surface of sPDW becomes
large (for details see the SM).

To obtain the momentum of pairing in the projected
state, we calculate the static superconductivity structure
factor,

SSC
a1a1

(kkk) =
1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
a1

(rrri)∆a1
(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
a1

(rrri) = (c†
rrri,↑c

†
rrri+aaa1,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa1,↑c
†
rrri,↓), represent-

ing singlet pairing defined on the nearest-neighboring
bonds along !a1 direction. We find that the SC struc-
ture factor peaks at QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), because intra-valley pairing would
result in the total momentum of Cooper pairs QQQ = 2KKK
which is equivalent to KKK ′ = −KKK module a reciprocal
vector. Therefore, the PDW SC state arises from intra-
pocket pairing with a commensurate center of mass mo-
mentum, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Meanwhile, as the elec-
tron density increases, the peak of the static supercon-
ductivity structure factor becomes higher (see the SM for
details). The momentum QQQ of the PDW state obtained
by VMC does not sensitively depend on qqq in the mean-
field wave function, indicating that there is a strong ten-
dency towards intra-valley pairing with QQQ = 2KKK. More-
over, QQQ is 2KKK, independent of electron density, implying
that the commensurate PDW state is stable in models on
2D lattices. Note that DMRG calculations of the model
on cylinders with Nx % Ny find an incommensurate s-
wave PDW [59], which we attribute to the special geom-
etry of long cylinders (see the SM for more details).

To check the magnetic properties of the projected
state, we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri ·SSSrrrj 〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c), for
the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in the
static structure factor. In other words, there is no long-
range magnetic ordering in the sPDW state although the
valley-polarized state spontaneously breaks time-reversal
symmetry.

In the following, we shall show evidences of the
dPDW state in the intermediate electron density. The
dPDW state can be obtained from the projection of the
mean-field wave function with d-wave pairing ∆ij =
∆d cos(2θij)e

iqqq·(rrri+rrrj)/2. For ωD = 2, we find that the
energy of the optimized sPDW state is always lower than
that of the dPDW state from low to intermediate elec-
tron density. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we
find that the dPDW state is lowest in energy in interme-
diate electron density, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar to
the sPDW state, the best variational hopping parameters
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observation is consistent with the pre-projected valley-
polarized wave function ansatz. Therefore, this state
is valley-polarized, spontaneously breaking time-reversal
and inversion symmetries. As the electron density in-
creases, the effective Fermi surface of sPDW becomes
large (for details see the SM).

To obtain the momentum of pairing in the projected
state, we calculate the static superconductivity structure
factor,

SSC
a1a1

(qqq) =
1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
a1

(rrri)∆a1(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
a1

(rrri) = (c†
rrri,↑c

†
rrri+aaa1,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa1,↑c
†
rrri,↓), represent-

ing singlet pairing defined on the nearest-neighboring
bonds along !a1 direction. We find that the SC struc-
ture factor peaks at QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), because intra-valley pairing would
result in the total momentum of Cooper pairs QQQ = 2KKK
which is equivalent to KKK ′ = −KKK module a reciprocal vec-
tor. Therefore, the PDW superconducting state arises
from intra-pocket pairing with a commensurate center of
mass momentum [30, 43, 51–53], as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Meanwhile, as the electron density increases, the peak
of the static superconductivity structure factor becomes
higher (see the SM for details). The momentum QQQ of
the PDW state obtained by VMC does not sensitively
depend on qqq in the mean-field wave function, indicating
that there is a strong tendency towards intra-valley pair-
ing with QQQ = 2KKK. Moreover, QQQ is 2KKK, independent of
electron density, implying that the commensurate PDW
state is stable in models on 2D lattices. Note that DMRG
calculations of the model on cylinders with Nx % Ny find
an incommensurate s-wave PDW [43], which we attribute
to the special geometry of long cylinders (see the SM for
details).

To check the magnetic properties of the projected
state, we compute the static spin structure factor S(qqq) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri ·SSSrrrj 〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c), for
the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in the
static structure factor. In other words, there is no long-
range magnetic ordering in the sPDW state although the
valley-polarized state spontaneously breaks time-reversal
symmetry.

In the following, we shall show evidence of the
dPDW state in the intermediate electron density. The
dPDW state can be obtained from the projection of the
mean-field wave function with d-wave pairing ∆ij =
∆d cos(2θij)e

iqqq·rrri . For ωD = 2, we find that the energy of
the optimized sPDW state is always lower than that of
the dPDW state from low to intermediate electron den-
sity. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we find that
the dPDW state is lowest in energy in intermediate elec-
tron density, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar to the sPDW
state, the best variational hopping parameters Tij ob-
tained from VMC are complex featuring staggered flux

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(qqq) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(qqq) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

and valley polarization. It means that the electron’s en-
ergy at KKK point is lower than that at KKK ′ point (or vice
versa) and electrons will first occupy the valley with lower
energy (for details see the SM), resulting in valley polar-
ization. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the electrons dom-
inantly occupy one valley over the other. Therefore, the
superconducting state, if any, should arise from intra-
pocket pairing with momentum QQQ ∼ 2KKK. Indeed, we
find that the superconducting state has pairing momen-
tum QQQ = 2KKK = KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spin
structure factor of the dPDW state is shown in Fig. 3(c).
We find that the region of dPDW increases with increas-
ing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The dPDW
state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 rotation symme-
try of the triangular lattice, namely, exhibiting a nematic
order. It is interesting to note that for the t-J-V model
studied here the nematic dPDW state has lower energy
than the PDW with d+id pairing, which could happen
due to strong correlations [49, 50].

Note that the sign of the bare hopping t in the Holstein-
Hubbard model is quite crucial to induce PDW ground
states, as discussed in Ref. [42]. Indeed, in case that t is
set to be positive (resulting in only a change in the sign of
t1 in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state at low
electron density becomes a uniform d-wave SC instead of
PDW, as shown in our VMC simulations.

When the electron density n is further increased be-
yond the PDW ordering, the ground state is turned into
a CDW state (without magnetic orders). The CDW state
is obtained from the projection of a mean-field wave func-
tion with spatial variations of on-site energy Λi, as shown
in Table II. We calculated CDW states with different
momenta to obtain the state with the lowest possible
energy. We find that the momentum qqq∗ of the opti-
mized CDW state is incommensurate, whose amplitude
decreases when increasing electron density. The den-
sity structure factor C(qqq) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉
is indeed peaked at the incommensurate ±qqq∗ besides ΓΓΓ
point (which represents the uniform component of the
charge density), as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it
is an incommensurate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiv-
alent to the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

Tij obtained from VMC are complex featuring staggered
flux and valley polarization. It means that the electron’s
energy at KKK point is lower than that at KKK ′ point (or
vice versa) and electrons will first occupy the valley with
lower energy (for details see the SM), resulting in valley
polarization. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the electrons
dominantly occupy one valley over the other. Therefore,
the superconducting state, if any, should arise from intra-
pocket pairing with momentum QQQ ∼ 2KKK. Indeed, we
find that the superconducting state has pairing momen-
tum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spin
structure factor of the dPDW state is shown in Fig. 3(c).
We find that the region of dPDW increases with increas-
ing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The dPDW
state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 rotation symme-
try of the triangular lattice, namely, exhibiting a nematic
order. It is interesting to note that for the t-J-V model
studied here the nematic dPDW state has lower energy
than the PDW with d+id pairing, which could happen
due to strong correlations [66, 67].

Note that the sign of the bare hopping t in the Holstein-
Hubbard model is quite crucial to induce PDW ground
states, as discussed in Ref. [58]. Indeed, in case that t is
set to be positive (resulting in only a change in the sign of
t1 in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state at low
electron density becomes a uniform d-wave SC instead of
PDW in our VMC simulations.

When the electron density (n) is further increased be-
yond the PDW ordering, the ground state is turned into a
CDW state (without magnetic orders). The CDW state
is obtained from the projection of the mean-field wave
function with spatial variations of on-site energy Λi, as
shown in Table II. We calculated CDW states with dif-
ferent momenta to obtain the state with the lowest pos-
sible energy. We find that the momentum kkk∗ of the opti-
mized CDW state is incommensurate, whose amplitude
decreases when increasing electron density. The den-
sity structure factor C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉
is indeed peaked at the incommensurate ±kkk∗ besides ΓΓΓ
point (which represents the uniform component of the
charge density), as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it
is an incommensurate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiva-

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

(a)

FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3, n =
0.4167. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static superconductivity structure factor |SSC

a1a1
(kkk)|;

(c) Tthe static spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box
represents the first Brillouin zone.

atively small electron density densities, the ground state
is a valley-polarized s-wave PDW state, and the region of
sPDW decreases with increasing the phonon frequency.
For a range of relatively large phonon frequencies, type
of d-wave PDW state arises at somewhat larger electron
densities. The dPDW state is nematic in the sense that
it breaks lattice rotational rotation symmetry sponta-
neously. Both sPDW and dPDW ground states exhibit
spontaneous valley polarization and hence break time-
reversal and inversion symmetries. If the density of elec-
trons is further increased, CDW and 120◦-AFM states
appear. Below we shall discuss in detail the properties of
the PDW states.

Firstly, we find that for the low electron density the
Gutzwhiller projected ground state with the lowest vari-
ational energy is always valley polarized. Valley polariza-
tion breaks inversion and time-reversal symmetries, but
is consistent with translation symmetry. It also features
an orbital loop current order of the sort shown in Fig. 1(a)
- which is a form of intra-unit cell orbital antiferromag-
netism (or altermagnetism to use a new buzz word). In-
deed, typically we find fully valley polarized states, so as
shown in Fig. 1(b) the Fermi surface encloses only one of
two related high symmetry points, taken to be KKK in the
figure. In the presence of such order, if SC is to arise at
all it is natural to expect PDW ordering since pairing two
electrons in the same valley results in Cooper pairs with
center-of-mass momentum ≈ 2KKK. Indeed, as discussed
below, although we treat the ordering vector qqq that, as
in Table II, appears in the variational ansatz as a varia-
tional parameter, we find that so long as qqq ≈ QQQ ≡ 2KKK,
after Gutzwiller projection we obtain a PDW state with
ordering vector exactly equal to QQQ, independent of qqq.

TABLE II. Mean-field Ansätze for different projected wave
functions appearing in the phase diagrams.

Ti,al ∆i,al Λi Mi

sPDW T ∆se
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

dPDW T ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

CDW T 0 Λ0 + Λ1 cos(qqq · rrri) 0
120◦ T 0 Λ0 120◦-AFM

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Properties of the sPDW state with ωD = 2 and n =
1/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) The static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted line represents the
first Brillouin zone.

The various mean-field wave functions we have ana-
lyzed correspond to different patterns and magnitudes of
the fields in Eq. (2). For example, where time-reversal
symmetry is unbroken, the lowest energy variational
state has φi,al

= 0. A PDW state corresponds to a spatial
varying pair-field

∆i,al
=

{
∆̃i,al

(eiqqq·rrri + e−iqqq·rrri), LO-type

∆̃i,al
eiqqq·rrri , FF-type

(3)

where ∆̃i,al
= ∆s, ∆d cos(2θl), or ∆d+ide

2iθl correspond-
ing to s-wave PDW, d-wave nematic PDW, d+id-wave
PDW, respectively, with θl being the azimuth angle of
aaal. When the PDW ordering vector is at the high sym-
metry point, the s-wave PDW is invariant under C6 while
a d-wave PDW is necessarily nematic [66–68]. In addi-
tion, the rotation symmetry is necessarily broken even in
an s-wave pairing if the PDW ordering vector is generic. [
I am confused about the meaning of the above. The PDW
ordering vector - even in an s-wave - means that rotation
symmetry is necessarily broken.] Note that qqq is the cen-
ter of mass momentum of the pairing in the mean-field
wave function before Gutzwiller projection, which is also
a variational parameter, and we choose those pairing-
symmetry-inspired form factors for all qqqs simultaneously.
A translationally invariant SC trial wave function corre-
sponds to qqq = 0. We also consider CDW order through
modulated Λi, 120◦-AFM order through three-sublattice
local field Mi, as well as states with multiple broken sym-
metries [for more details see the Supplemental Material
(SM)].

In implementing the VMC calculations, the projec-
tions PNe

and PG must be enforced exactly. The cen-
tral quantity to be computed is the variational energy,
E(x) = 〈Ψ(x)|Heff|Ψ(x)〉/〈Ψ(x)|Ψ(x)〉, where |Ψ(x)〉 =
PNePG|Ψmf(x)〉, and x denotes the variational parame-
ters (Tij , ∆ij , Λi, Mi, qqq). The calculations have been
performed on 2D triangular lattices with up to 18 × 18
sites and periodic boundary conditions along both direc-
tions (namely on a torus).

VMC results: Here we study physics of the effec-
tive t-J-V model whose parameters are listed in Table
I. The main results are the VMC phase diagrams as a
function of electron densities shown in Fig. 1(c). For rel-

FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3 and n =
5/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) Tthe static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box represents the
first Brillouin zone.

atively small electron density densities, the ground state
is a valley-polarized s-wave PDW state, and the region of
sPDW decreases with increasing the phonon frequency.
For a range of relatively large phonon frequencies, type
of d-wave PDW state arises at somewhat larger electron
densities. The dPDW state is nematic in the sense that
it breaks lattice rotational rotation symmetry sponta-
neously. Both sPDW and dPDW ground states exhibit
spontaneous valley polarization and hence break time-
reversal and inversion symmetries. If the density of elec-
trons is further increased, CDW and 120◦-AFM states
appear. Below we shall discuss in detail the properties of
the PDW states.

Firstly, we find that for the low electron density the
Gutzwhiller projected ground state with the lowest vari-
ational energy is always valley polarized. Valley polariza-
tion breaks inversion and time-reversal symmetries, but
is consistent with translation symmetry. It also features
an orbital loop current order of the sort shown in Fig. 1(a)
- which is a form of intra-unit cell orbital antiferromag-
netism (or altermagnetism to use a new buzz word). In-
deed, typically we find fully valley polarized states, so as
shown in Fig. 1(b) the Fermi surface encloses only one of
two related high symmetry points, taken to be KKK in the
figure. In the presence of such order, if SC is to arise at
all it is natural to expect PDW ordering since pairing two
electrons in the same valley results in Cooper pairs with
center-of-mass momentum ≈ 2KKK. Indeed, as discussed
below, although we treat the ordering vector qqq that, as
in Table II, appears in the variational ansatz as a varia-
tional parameter, we find that so long as qqq ≈ QQQ ≡ 2KKK,
after Gutzwiller projection we obtain a PDW state with
ordering vector exactly equal to QQQ, independent of qqq.

To see if the projected state exhibits valley polariza-

TABLE II. Mean-field Ansätze for different projected wave
functions appearing in the phase diagrams.

Ti,al ∆i,al Λi Mi

sPDW T ∆se
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

dPDW T ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

CDW T 0 Λ0 + Λ1 cos(qqq · rrri) 0
120◦ T 0 Λ0 120◦-AFM

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD/|t| = 3, n =
5/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) The static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box represents the
first Brillouin zone.

electron density, the ground state is a valley-polarized
s-wave PDW state, and the region of sPDW decreases
with increasing the phonon frequency. For a range of
relatively large phonon frequencies, a d-wave PDW state
arises at somewhat larger electron densities. The dPDW
state is nematic in the sense that it breaks lattice rota-
tional symmetry spontaneously. Both sPDW and dPDW
ground states exhibit spontaneous valley polarization and
hence break time-reversal and inversion symmetries. If
the density of electrons is further increased, CDW and
120◦-AFM states appear. Below we shall discuss in de-
tail the properties of the PDW states.

We find that for low electron density the Gutzwiller
projected ground state with the lowest variational energy
is always valley polarized. Valley polarization breaks in-
version and time-reversal symmetries, but is consistent
with translation symmetry. It also features an orbital
loop current order of the sort shown in Fig. 1(a) - which
is a form of intra-unit cell orbital antiferromagnetism (or
altermagnetism to use a new buzz word). Indeed, typ-
ically we find fully valley polarized states, so as shown
in Fig. 1(b) the Fermi surface encloses only one of two
related high symmetry points, taken to be KKK in the fig-
ure. In the presence of such order, if SC is to arise at
all it is natural to expect PDW ordering since pairing
two electrons in the same valley results in Cooper pairs
with center-of-mass momentum ≈ 2KKK. Indeed, as dis-
cussed below, although we treat the ordering vector qqq as
a variational parameter as shown in Table II, so long as
qqq ≈ QQQ ≡ 2KKK, after Gutzwiller projection we obtain a
PDW state with ordering vector exactly equal to QQQ.

To see if the projected state exhibits valley polariza-
tion in the low electron density region, we calculate the

TABLE II. Mean-field Ansätze for different projected wave
functions appearing in the phase diagrams, where θl is the
azimuth angle of aaal.

Ti,al ∆i,al Λi Mi

sPDW T ∆se
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

dPDW T ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

CDW T 0 Λ0 + Λ1 cos(qqq · rrri) 0
120◦ T 0 Λ0 120◦-AFM
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electron occupation number in momentum space,

n(kkk) =
1

N

∑

i,j,σ

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)⟨c†iσcjσ⟩ =
∑

σ

⟨c†kkkσckkkσ⟩ (4)

where N is the number of sites of the lattice under study.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), essentially all of the electron occu-
pation is concentrated at momenta around the KKK valley,
and the maximum value of n(kkk) is always larger than 1.
This feature is inherited directly from the pre-projected
valley-polarized wave function ansatz. Naturally, as the
electron density increases, the effective Fermi surface of
sPDW increases proportionately. (See the SM.)

To characterize the SC state, we calculate the static
superconducting structure factor in the projected state,

SSC
aaa,aaa′(kkk) =

1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj )⟨∆†
aaa(rrri)∆aaa′(rrrj)⟩, (5)

where ∆†
aaa(rrri) = (c†rrri,↑c

†
rrri+aaa,↓ + c†rrri+aaa,↑c

†
rrri,↓) creates a sin-

glet pair on the nearest-neighboring bonds along the aaa
direction. We find that the SC structure factor peaks at
momentum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 2(b), over
the entire range of density we have explored and for any
reasonable choice of qqq in the trial wave function before
projection. We take this as indicating the existence of
PDW order that arises from intra-pocket pairing with a
commensurate center of mass momentum, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). As the electron density increases, the peak
of the SC structure factor becomes higher (see the SM
for details). Note that DMRG calculations of the model
on cylinders with Lx ≫ Ly find an incommensurate s-
wave PDW [61], which we attribute to the largeness of
Lx of the length of long cylinders studied by DMRG (see
the SM for more details); namely we conjecture that the
PDW obtained from VMC might be weakly incommen-
surate, consistent with the DMRG result, if the VMC
study was extended to sufficiently large lattices.

To determine magnetic properties of the projected
states, we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
ij e

ikkk·(rrri−rrrj)⟨SSSrrri · SSSrrrj ⟩. As shown in Fig. 2(c), for
the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in the
S(kkk). This is consistent with the observation that in this
range of parameters, the variation energy is minimized
when Mi = 0. There is no long-range magnetic order-
ing in the sPDW state although the valley-polarization
spontaneously breaks time-reversal symmetry.

As the PDW ordering vector is at high symmetry mo-
mentum point KKK, the internal structure of the PDW can
be s-wave, d-wave, and even d+id. For ωD/|t| = 2, we
find that the energy of the optimized sPDW state is al-
ways lower than that of the dPDW state from low to
intermediate electron density. However, for ωD/|t| = 2.5
and ωD/|t| = 3, we find that the dPDW state is lower
for the large density end of the range we have explored,
as shown in Fig. 1(c). In common with what we found
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FIG. 2. Properties of the sPDW state with ωD = 2 and n =
1/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) The static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted line represents the
first Brillouin zone.

The various mean-field wave functions we have ana-
lyzed correspond to different patterns and magnitudes of
the fields in Eq. (2). For example, where time-reversal
symmetry is unbroken, the lowest energy variational
state has φi,al

= 0. A PDW state corresponds to a spatial
varying pair-field

∆i,al
=

{
∆̃i,al

(eiqqq·rrri + e−iqqq·rrri), LO-type

∆̃i,al
eiqqq·rrri , FF-type

(3)

where ∆̃i,al
= ∆s, ∆d cos(2θl), or ∆d+ide

2iθl correspond-
ing to s-wave PDW, d-wave nematic PDW, d+id-wave
PDW, respectively, with θl being the azimuth angle of
aaal. When the PDW ordering vector is at the high sym-
metry point, the s-wave PDW is invariant under C6 while
a d-wave PDW is necessarily nematic [66–68]. In addi-
tion, the rotation symmetry is necessarily broken even in
an s-wave pairing if the PDW ordering vector is generic. [
I am confused about the meaning of the above. The PDW
ordering vector - even in an s-wave - means that rotation
symmetry is necessarily broken.] Note that qqq is the cen-
ter of mass momentum of the pairing in the mean-field
wave function before Gutzwiller projection, which is also
a variational parameter, and we choose those pairing-
symmetry-inspired form factors for all qqqs simultaneously.
A translationally invariant SC trial wave function corre-
sponds to qqq = 0. We also consider CDW order through
modulated Λi, 120◦-AFM order through three-sublattice
local field Mi, as well as states with multiple broken sym-
metries [for more details see the Supplemental Material
(SM)].

In implementing the VMC calculations, the projec-
tions PNe

and PG must be enforced exactly. The cen-
tral quantity to be computed is the variational energy,
E(x) = 〈Ψ(x)|Heff|Ψ(x)〉/〈Ψ(x)|Ψ(x)〉, where |Ψ(x)〉 =
PNePG|Ψmf(x)〉, and x denotes the variational parame-
ters (Tij , ∆ij , Λi, Mi, qqq). The calculations have been
performed on 2D triangular lattices with up to 18 × 18
sites and periodic boundary conditions along both direc-
tions (namely on a torus).

VMC results: Here we study physics of the effec-
tive t-J-V model whose parameters are listed in Table
I. The main results are the VMC phase diagrams as a
function of electron densities shown in Fig. 1(c). For rel-
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FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3, n =
0.4167. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static superconductivity structure factor |SSC

a1a1
(kkk)|;

(c) Tthe static spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box
represents the first Brillouin zone.

electron density increases, the effective Fermi surface of
sPDW increases proportionately (see the SM).

To characterize the SC state, we calculate the static
superconductivity structure factor in the projected state,

SSC
aaa,aaa′(kkk) =

1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
aaa(rrri)∆aaa′(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
aaa(rrri) = (c†

rrri,↑c
†
rrri+aaa,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa,↑c
†
rrri,↓) creates a sin-

glet pair on the nearest-neighboring bonds along the aaa
direction. We find that the SC structure factor peaks at
QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
over the entire range of density we have explored and
for any reasonable choice of qqq in the pre-projected wave
function. We take this as indicating the existence of
PDW order that arises from intra-pocket pairing with
a commensurate center of mass momentum, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). As the electron density increases, the peak of
the SC structure factor becomes higher (see the SM for
details). Note that DMRG calculations of the model on
cylinders with Nx $ Ny find an incommensurate s-wave
PDW [61], which we attribute to the special geometry of
long cylinders (see the SM for more details). ??? I am
not sure I understand this last statement.

To check the magnetic properties of the projected state,
we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri
· SSSrrrj

〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c),
for the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in
the static structure factor. This is consistent with the
observation that in this range of parameters, the varia-
tion energy is minimized when Mi = 0. In other words,
there is no long-range magnetic ordering in the sPDW
state although the valley-polarized state spontaneously
breaks time-reversal symmetry.

Determining the internal structure of the PDW is a
bit more involved. The dPDW state is obtained when
the pre-projected wave function has a d-wave form-factor,
∆i,al

= ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri , where θl is the azimuth angle

of aaal, while for an sPDW, it is of the same form but with
∆d cos(2θl) → ∆s. For ωD = 2, we find that the energy
of the optimized sPDW state is always lower than that
of the dPDW state from low to intermediate electron
densities. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we find

that the dPDW state is lower for the large density end
of the range we have explored, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In
common with what we found in the sPDW case, the vari-
ationally determined hopping parameters Ti,al

are such
that time-reversal and inversion symmetries are sponta-
neously broken, and the electrons are valley polarized, as
shown in Fig. 3(a), and the superconducting state has
pairing momentum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The spin structure factor of the dPDW state is shown
in Fig. 3(c). We find that the region of dPDW increases
with increasing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
The dPDW state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 ro-
tation symmetry of the triangular lattice, namely, it has
nematic order. It is interesting to note that for the t-
J-V model studied here the nematic dPDW state has
lower energy than the PDW with d+id pairing, which is
allowed by symmetry[67, 68].

It is important to stress that the sign of the bare hop-
ping t in the Holstein-Hubbard model is quite crucial to
induce PDW ground states, as anticipated in Ref. [60].
When t > 0 (resulting in only a change in the sign of t1
in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state found in
our VMC simulations at low electron density is a uniform
d-wave SC rather than a PDW.

For completeness, we have cursorily explored the evo-
lution of the ground state to larger values of the elec-
tron density (n), beyond the PDW ordering range. Here,
the typical ground state is a CDW state without mag-
netic orders. The CDW state is obtained from the pro-
jection of a mean-field wave function with spatial vari-
ations of on-site energy Λi, as shown in Table II. We
have calculated CDW states with different momenta to
obtain the state with the lowest possible energy. We find
that the momentum kkk∗ of the optimized CDW state is
typically incommensurate, with an amplitude that de-
creases when increasing n. The density structure factor
C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉 is indeed peaked at
the incommensurate ±kkk∗ as well as at the ΓΓΓ point (which
represents the uniform component of the charge density),
as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it is an incommen-
surate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiva-
lent to the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model
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is concentrated at momenta around the KKK valley, and
the maximum value of n(kkk) is always larger than 1. This
observation is consistent with the pre-projected valley-
polarized wave function ansatz. Therefore, this state
is valley-polarized, spontaneously breaking time-reversal
and inversion symmetries. As the electron density in-
creases, the effective Fermi surface of sPDW becomes
large (for details see the SM).

To obtain the momentum of pairing in the projected
state, we calculate the static superconductivity structure
factor,

SSC
a1a1

(kkk) =
1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
a1

(rrri)∆a1
(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
a1

(rrri) = (c†
rrri,↑c

†
rrri+aaa1,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa1,↑c
†
rrri,↓), represent-

ing singlet pairing defined on the nearest-neighboring
bonds along !a1 direction. We find that the SC struc-
ture factor peaks at QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), because intra-valley pairing would
result in the total momentum of Cooper pairs QQQ = 2KKK
which is equivalent to KKK ′ = −KKK module a reciprocal
vector. Therefore, the PDW SC state arises from intra-
pocket pairing with a commensurate center of mass mo-
mentum, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Meanwhile, as the elec-
tron density increases, the peak of the static supercon-
ductivity structure factor becomes higher (see the SM for
details). The momentum QQQ of the PDW state obtained
by VMC does not sensitively depend on qqq in the mean-
field wave function, indicating that there is a strong ten-
dency towards intra-valley pairing with QQQ = 2KKK. More-
over, QQQ is 2KKK, independent of electron density, implying
that the commensurate PDW state is stable in models on
2D lattices. Note that DMRG calculations of the model
on cylinders with Nx % Ny find an incommensurate s-
wave PDW [59], which we attribute to the special geom-
etry of long cylinders (see the SM for more details).

To check the magnetic properties of the projected
state, we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri ·SSSrrrj 〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c), for
the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in the
static structure factor. In other words, there is no long-
range magnetic ordering in the sPDW state although the
valley-polarized state spontaneously breaks time-reversal
symmetry.

In the following, we shall show evidences of the
dPDW state in the intermediate electron density. The
dPDW state can be obtained from the projection of the
mean-field wave function with d-wave pairing ∆ij =
∆d cos(2θij)e

iqqq·(rrri+rrrj)/2. For ωD = 2, we find that the
energy of the optimized sPDW state is always lower than
that of the dPDW state from low to intermediate elec-
tron density. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we
find that the dPDW state is lowest in energy in interme-
diate electron density, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar to
the sPDW state, the best variational hopping parameters

4

observation is consistent with the pre-projected valley-
polarized wave function ansatz. Therefore, this state
is valley-polarized, spontaneously breaking time-reversal
and inversion symmetries. As the electron density in-
creases, the effective Fermi surface of sPDW becomes
large (for details see the SM).

To obtain the momentum of pairing in the projected
state, we calculate the static superconductivity structure
factor,

SSC
a1a1

(qqq) =
1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
a1

(rrri)∆a1(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
a1

(rrri) = (c†
rrri,↑c

†
rrri+aaa1,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa1,↑c
†
rrri,↓), represent-

ing singlet pairing defined on the nearest-neighboring
bonds along !a1 direction. We find that the SC struc-
ture factor peaks at QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), because intra-valley pairing would
result in the total momentum of Cooper pairs QQQ = 2KKK
which is equivalent to KKK ′ = −KKK module a reciprocal vec-
tor. Therefore, the PDW superconducting state arises
from intra-pocket pairing with a commensurate center of
mass momentum [30, 43, 51–53], as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Meanwhile, as the electron density increases, the peak
of the static superconductivity structure factor becomes
higher (see the SM for details). The momentum QQQ of
the PDW state obtained by VMC does not sensitively
depend on qqq in the mean-field wave function, indicating
that there is a strong tendency towards intra-valley pair-
ing with QQQ = 2KKK. Moreover, QQQ is 2KKK, independent of
electron density, implying that the commensurate PDW
state is stable in models on 2D lattices. Note that DMRG
calculations of the model on cylinders with Nx % Ny find
an incommensurate s-wave PDW [43], which we attribute
to the special geometry of long cylinders (see the SM for
details).

To check the magnetic properties of the projected
state, we compute the static spin structure factor S(qqq) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri ·SSSrrrj 〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c), for
the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in the
static structure factor. In other words, there is no long-
range magnetic ordering in the sPDW state although the
valley-polarized state spontaneously breaks time-reversal
symmetry.

In the following, we shall show evidence of the
dPDW state in the intermediate electron density. The
dPDW state can be obtained from the projection of the
mean-field wave function with d-wave pairing ∆ij =
∆d cos(2θij)e

iqqq·rrri . For ωD = 2, we find that the energy of
the optimized sPDW state is always lower than that of
the dPDW state from low to intermediate electron den-
sity. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we find that
the dPDW state is lowest in energy in intermediate elec-
tron density, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar to the sPDW
state, the best variational hopping parameters Tij ob-
tained from VMC are complex featuring staggered flux

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(qqq) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(qqq) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

and valley polarization. It means that the electron’s en-
ergy at KKK point is lower than that at KKK ′ point (or vice
versa) and electrons will first occupy the valley with lower
energy (for details see the SM), resulting in valley polar-
ization. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the electrons dom-
inantly occupy one valley over the other. Therefore, the
superconducting state, if any, should arise from intra-
pocket pairing with momentum QQQ ∼ 2KKK. Indeed, we
find that the superconducting state has pairing momen-
tum QQQ = 2KKK = KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spin
structure factor of the dPDW state is shown in Fig. 3(c).
We find that the region of dPDW increases with increas-
ing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The dPDW
state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 rotation symme-
try of the triangular lattice, namely, exhibiting a nematic
order. It is interesting to note that for the t-J-V model
studied here the nematic dPDW state has lower energy
than the PDW with d+id pairing, which could happen
due to strong correlations [49, 50].

Note that the sign of the bare hopping t in the Holstein-
Hubbard model is quite crucial to induce PDW ground
states, as discussed in Ref. [42]. Indeed, in case that t is
set to be positive (resulting in only a change in the sign of
t1 in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state at low
electron density becomes a uniform d-wave SC instead of
PDW, as shown in our VMC simulations.

When the electron density n is further increased be-
yond the PDW ordering, the ground state is turned into
a CDW state (without magnetic orders). The CDW state
is obtained from the projection of a mean-field wave func-
tion with spatial variations of on-site energy Λi, as shown
in Table II. We calculated CDW states with different
momenta to obtain the state with the lowest possible
energy. We find that the momentum qqq∗ of the opti-
mized CDW state is incommensurate, whose amplitude
decreases when increasing electron density. The den-
sity structure factor C(qqq) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eiqqq·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉
is indeed peaked at the incommensurate ±qqq∗ besides ΓΓΓ
point (which represents the uniform component of the
charge density), as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it
is an incommensurate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiv-
alent to the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

Tij obtained from VMC are complex featuring staggered
flux and valley polarization. It means that the electron’s
energy at KKK point is lower than that at KKK ′ point (or
vice versa) and electrons will first occupy the valley with
lower energy (for details see the SM), resulting in valley
polarization. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the electrons
dominantly occupy one valley over the other. Therefore,
the superconducting state, if any, should arise from intra-
pocket pairing with momentum QQQ ∼ 2KKK. Indeed, we
find that the superconducting state has pairing momen-
tum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spin
structure factor of the dPDW state is shown in Fig. 3(c).
We find that the region of dPDW increases with increas-
ing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The dPDW
state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 rotation symme-
try of the triangular lattice, namely, exhibiting a nematic
order. It is interesting to note that for the t-J-V model
studied here the nematic dPDW state has lower energy
than the PDW with d+id pairing, which could happen
due to strong correlations [66, 67].

Note that the sign of the bare hopping t in the Holstein-
Hubbard model is quite crucial to induce PDW ground
states, as discussed in Ref. [58]. Indeed, in case that t is
set to be positive (resulting in only a change in the sign of
t1 in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state at low
electron density becomes a uniform d-wave SC instead of
PDW in our VMC simulations.

When the electron density (n) is further increased be-
yond the PDW ordering, the ground state is turned into a
CDW state (without magnetic orders). The CDW state
is obtained from the projection of the mean-field wave
function with spatial variations of on-site energy Λi, as
shown in Table II. We calculated CDW states with dif-
ferent momenta to obtain the state with the lowest pos-
sible energy. We find that the momentum kkk∗ of the opti-
mized CDW state is incommensurate, whose amplitude
decreases when increasing electron density. The den-
sity structure factor C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrri
nrrrj

〉
is indeed peaked at the incommensurate ±kkk∗ besides ΓΓΓ
point (which represents the uniform component of the
charge density), as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it
is an incommensurate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiva-

(a)

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5, n = 0.94.
The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

(a)

FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3, n =
0.4167. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static superconductivity structure factor |SSC

a1a1
(kkk)|;

(c) Tthe static spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box
represents the first Brillouin zone.

atively small electron density densities, the ground state
is a valley-polarized s-wave PDW state, and the region of
sPDW decreases with increasing the phonon frequency.
For a range of relatively large phonon frequencies, type
of d-wave PDW state arises at somewhat larger electron
densities. The dPDW state is nematic in the sense that
it breaks lattice rotational rotation symmetry sponta-
neously. Both sPDW and dPDW ground states exhibit
spontaneous valley polarization and hence break time-
reversal and inversion symmetries. If the density of elec-
trons is further increased, CDW and 120◦-AFM states
appear. Below we shall discuss in detail the properties of
the PDW states.

Firstly, we find that for the low electron density the
Gutzwhiller projected ground state with the lowest vari-
ational energy is always valley polarized. Valley polariza-
tion breaks inversion and time-reversal symmetries, but
is consistent with translation symmetry. It also features
an orbital loop current order of the sort shown in Fig. 1(a)
- which is a form of intra-unit cell orbital antiferromag-
netism (or altermagnetism to use a new buzz word). In-
deed, typically we find fully valley polarized states, so as
shown in Fig. 1(b) the Fermi surface encloses only one of
two related high symmetry points, taken to be KKK in the
figure. In the presence of such order, if SC is to arise at
all it is natural to expect PDW ordering since pairing two
electrons in the same valley results in Cooper pairs with
center-of-mass momentum ≈ 2KKK. Indeed, as discussed
below, although we treat the ordering vector qqq that, as
in Table II, appears in the variational ansatz as a varia-
tional parameter, we find that so long as qqq ≈ QQQ ≡ 2KKK,
after Gutzwiller projection we obtain a PDW state with
ordering vector exactly equal to QQQ, independent of qqq.

TABLE II. Mean-field Ansätze for different projected wave
functions appearing in the phase diagrams.

Ti,al ∆i,al Λi Mi

sPDW T ∆se
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

dPDW T ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

CDW T 0 Λ0 + Λ1 cos(qqq · rrri) 0
120◦ T 0 Λ0 120◦-AFM

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Properties of the sPDW state with ωD = 2 and n =
1/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) The static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted line represents the
first Brillouin zone.

The various mean-field wave functions we have ana-
lyzed correspond to different patterns and magnitudes of
the fields in Eq. (2). For example, where time-reversal
symmetry is unbroken, the lowest energy variational
state has φi,al

= 0. A PDW state corresponds to a spatial
varying pair-field

∆i,al
=

{
∆̃i,al

(eiqqq·rrri + e−iqqq·rrri), LO-type

∆̃i,al
eiqqq·rrri , FF-type

(3)

where ∆̃i,al
= ∆s, ∆d cos(2θl), or ∆d+ide

2iθl correspond-
ing to s-wave PDW, d-wave nematic PDW, d+id-wave
PDW, respectively, with θl being the azimuth angle of
aaal. When the PDW ordering vector is at the high sym-
metry point, the s-wave PDW is invariant under C6 while
a d-wave PDW is necessarily nematic [66–68]. In addi-
tion, the rotation symmetry is necessarily broken even in
an s-wave pairing if the PDW ordering vector is generic. [
I am confused about the meaning of the above. The PDW
ordering vector - even in an s-wave - means that rotation
symmetry is necessarily broken.] Note that qqq is the cen-
ter of mass momentum of the pairing in the mean-field
wave function before Gutzwiller projection, which is also
a variational parameter, and we choose those pairing-
symmetry-inspired form factors for all qqqs simultaneously.
A translationally invariant SC trial wave function corre-
sponds to qqq = 0. We also consider CDW order through
modulated Λi, 120◦-AFM order through three-sublattice
local field Mi, as well as states with multiple broken sym-
metries [for more details see the Supplemental Material
(SM)].

In implementing the VMC calculations, the projec-
tions PNe

and PG must be enforced exactly. The cen-
tral quantity to be computed is the variational energy,
E(x) = 〈Ψ(x)|Heff|Ψ(x)〉/〈Ψ(x)|Ψ(x)〉, where |Ψ(x)〉 =
PNePG|Ψmf(x)〉, and x denotes the variational parame-
ters (Tij , ∆ij , Λi, Mi, qqq). The calculations have been
performed on 2D triangular lattices with up to 18 × 18
sites and periodic boundary conditions along both direc-
tions (namely on a torus).

VMC results: Here we study physics of the effec-
tive t-J-V model whose parameters are listed in Table
I. The main results are the VMC phase diagrams as a
function of electron densities shown in Fig. 1(c). For rel-

FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3 and n =
5/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) Tthe static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box represents the
first Brillouin zone.

atively small electron density densities, the ground state
is a valley-polarized s-wave PDW state, and the region of
sPDW decreases with increasing the phonon frequency.
For a range of relatively large phonon frequencies, type
of d-wave PDW state arises at somewhat larger electron
densities. The dPDW state is nematic in the sense that
it breaks lattice rotational rotation symmetry sponta-
neously. Both sPDW and dPDW ground states exhibit
spontaneous valley polarization and hence break time-
reversal and inversion symmetries. If the density of elec-
trons is further increased, CDW and 120◦-AFM states
appear. Below we shall discuss in detail the properties of
the PDW states.

Firstly, we find that for the low electron density the
Gutzwhiller projected ground state with the lowest vari-
ational energy is always valley polarized. Valley polariza-
tion breaks inversion and time-reversal symmetries, but
is consistent with translation symmetry. It also features
an orbital loop current order of the sort shown in Fig. 1(a)
- which is a form of intra-unit cell orbital antiferromag-
netism (or altermagnetism to use a new buzz word). In-
deed, typically we find fully valley polarized states, so as
shown in Fig. 1(b) the Fermi surface encloses only one of
two related high symmetry points, taken to be KKK in the
figure. In the presence of such order, if SC is to arise at
all it is natural to expect PDW ordering since pairing two
electrons in the same valley results in Cooper pairs with
center-of-mass momentum ≈ 2KKK. Indeed, as discussed
below, although we treat the ordering vector qqq that, as
in Table II, appears in the variational ansatz as a varia-
tional parameter, we find that so long as qqq ≈ QQQ ≡ 2KKK,
after Gutzwiller projection we obtain a PDW state with
ordering vector exactly equal to QQQ, independent of qqq.

To see if the projected state exhibits valley polariza-

TABLE II. Mean-field Ansätze for different projected wave
functions appearing in the phase diagrams.

Ti,al ∆i,al Λi Mi

sPDW T ∆se
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

dPDW T ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri Λ0 0

CDW T 0 Λ0 + Λ1 cos(qqq · rrri) 0
120◦ T 0 Λ0 120◦-AFM

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. Properties of the dPDW state with ωD = 3 and n =
5/12. (a) The occupation number in momentum space n(kkk);
(b) The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) Tthe static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The red dotted box represents the
first Brillouin zone.

electron density increases, the effective Fermi surface of
sPDW increases proportionately (see the SM).

To characterize the SC state, we calculate the static
superconductivity structure factor in the projected state,

SSC
aaa,aaa′(kkk) =

1

N2

∑

rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈∆†
aaa(rrri)∆aaa′(rrrj)〉, (5)

where ∆†
aaa(rrri) = (c†

rrri,↑c
†
rrri+aaa,↓ + c†

rrri+aaa,↑c
†
rrri,↓) creates a sin-

glet pair on the nearest-neighboring bonds along the aaa
direction. We find that the SC structure factor peaks at
QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′ momentum point, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
over the entire range of density we have explored and
for any reasonable choice of qqq in the pre-projected wave
function. We take this as indicating the existence of
PDW order that arises from intra-pocket pairing with
a commensurate center of mass momentum, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). As the electron density increases, the peak of
the SC structure factor becomes higher (see the SM for
details). Note that DMRG calculations of the model on
cylinders with Nx $ Ny find an incommensurate s-wave
PDW [61], which we attribute to the special geometry of
long cylinders (see the SM for more details). ??? I am
not sure I understand this last statement.

To check the magnetic properties of the projected state,
we compute the static spin structure factor S(kkk) =
1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈SSSrrri · SSSrrrj 〉. As shown in Fig. 2(c),
for the sPDW state there appear no prominent peaks in
the static structure factor. This is consistent with the
observation that in this range of parameters, the varia-
tion energy is minimized when Mi = 0. In other words,
there is no long-range magnetic ordering in the sPDW
state although the valley-polarized state spontaneously
breaks time-reversal symmetry.

Determining the internal structure of the PDW is a
bit more involved. The dPDW state is obtained when
the pre-projected wave function has a d-wave form-factor,
∆i,al

= ∆d cos(2θl)e
iqqq·rrri , where θl is the azimuth angle

of aaal, while for an sPDW, it is of the same form but with
∆d cos(2θl) → ∆s. For ωD = 2, we find that the energy
of the optimized sPDW state is always lower than that
of the dPDW state from low to intermediate electron
densities. However, for ωD = 2.5 and ωD = 3, we find

that the dPDW state is lower for the large density end
of the range we have explored, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In
common with what we found in the sPDW case, the vari-
ationally determined hopping parameters Ti,al

are such
that time-reversal and inversion symmetries are sponta-
neously broken, and the electrons are valley polarized, as
shown in Fig. 3(a), and the superconducting state has
pairing momentum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The spin structure factor of the dPDW state is shown
in Fig. 3(c). We find that the region of dPDW increases
with increasing phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
The dPDW state spontaneously breaks a discrete C3 ro-
tation symmetry of the triangular lattice, namely, it has
nematic order. It is interesting to note that for the t-
J-V model studied here the nematic dPDW state has
lower energy than the PDW with d+id pairing, which is
allowed by symmetry[67, 68].

It is important to stress that the sign of the bare hop-
ping t in the Holstein-Hubbard model is quite crucial to
induce PDW ground states, as anticipated in Ref. [60].
When t > 0 (resulting in only a change in the sign of t1
in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state found in
our VMC simulations at low electron density is a uniform
d-wave SC rather than a PDW.

For completeness, we have cursorily explored the evo-
lution of the ground state to larger values of the elec-
tron density (n), beyond the PDW ordering range. Here,
the typical ground state is a CDW state without mag-
netic orders. The CDW state is obtained from the pro-
jection of a mean-field wave function with spatial vari-
ations of on-site energy Λi, as shown in Table II. We
have calculated CDW states with different momenta to
obtain the state with the lowest possible energy. We find
that the momentum kkk∗ of the optimized CDW state is
typically incommensurate, with an amplitude that de-
creases when increasing n. The density structure factor
C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)〈nrrrinrrrj 〉 is indeed peaked at
the incommensurate ±kkk∗ as well as at the ΓΓΓ point (which
represents the uniform component of the charge density),
as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, it is an incommen-
surate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equiva-
lent to the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model
on the triangular lattice whose ground state is believed

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD = 2.5 and n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD = 2.5 and n =
0.94. The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a) The density structure factor C(kkk) of the CDW
order with ωD/|t| = 2.5, n = 0.5; (b) The static spin structure
factor S(kkk) of the 120◦-AFM order with ωD/|t| = 2.5, n =
0.94. The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

in the sPDW case, the variationally determined hopping
parameters Ti,al

are such that time-reversal and inversion
symmetries are spontaneously broken, and the electrons
are valley polarized, as shown in Fig. 3(a), and the super-
conducting state has pairing momentum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spin structure factor of the
dPDW state is shown in Fig. 3(c). We find that the
region of dPDW increases with increasing phonon fre-
quency, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The dPDW state spon-
taneously breaks a discrete C3 rotation symmetry of the
triangular lattice, namely, it has nematic order. It is in-
teresting to note that for the t-J-V model studied here
the nematic dPDW state has lower energy than the PDW
with d+id pairing, which is also allowed by symmetry
[67, 68].

It is important to stress that the sign of the bare hop-
ping t in the Holstein-Hubbard model is quite crucial to
induce PDW ground states, as anticipated in Ref. [60].
When t > 0 (resulting in only a change in the sign of t1
in the effective t-J-V model), the ground state found in
our VMC simulations at low electron density is a uniform
d-wave SC rather than a PDW.

For completeness, we have cursorily explored the evo-
lution of the ground-state to larger values of the electron
density n, beyond the PDW ordering range. Here, the
typical ground state is a CDW without magnetic orders.
The CDW is obtained from the projection of a mean-
field state with spatial variations of on-site energy Λi,
as shown in Table II. We calculated CDW states with
different momenta to obtain the state with the lowest
possible energy. We find that the momentum kkk∗ of the
optimized CDW state is typically incommensurate, with
an amplitude that decreases when increasing n. The den-
sity structure factor C(kkk) = 1

N2

∑
rrri,rrrj

eikkk·(rrri−rrrj)⟨nrrrinrrrj ⟩
is indeed peaked at the incommensurate ±kkk∗ as well as
at the ΓΓΓ point (which represents the uniform component
of the charge density), as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other
words, it is an incommensurate CDW.

At half filling (n = 1), the effective model is equivalent
to the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on
the triangular lattice whose ground state is believed to
be the three-sublattice 120◦ magnetically ordered state
[69–73]. Our VMC results for half-filling also show that
the 120◦-AFM order is the state with the lowest energy.
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For example, strong peaks atKKK andKKK ′ points emerge in
the static spin structure factor S(kkk) [Fig. 4(b)]. Further-
more, the 120◦-AFM ordered state is stable when elec-
tron density is slightly away from half-filling although the
single-particle excitation spectrum is gapless.

Discussions and conclusions: The effects of rela-
tively weak electron-phonon coupling are well understood
- typically they lead to uniform SC or, in special cir-
cumstances, CDW order. Strong electron-phonon cou-
pling, by contrast, quenches electron mobility through
polaron formation, when (as is typically the case) ωD

is small compared to the electronic bandwidth. This
generally leads to insulating CDW order - possibly (in
the presence of strong electron-electron repulsion) with
coexisting magnetism. The present study deals with
a relatively unexplored range of parameters, where the
electron-phonon coupling is reasonably strong, but the
phonon frequencies and electronic energies are compara-
ble. While such a regime of parameters is unlikely to
arise in most simple metals, it may be relevant in various
artificial “narrow-band” systems that have been the fo-
cus of considerable recent experimental interest, or (more
speculatively) in strongly correlated systems where the
electron effective mass can be highly renormalized.

For PDW states of LO-type, secondary orders such
as CDW and uniform charge-4e pairing can generically
emerge, as can be understood from the perspective of
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory [8, 74, 75]. Our VMC
calculations suggest that the ground state at low electron
densities in an appropriate range of phonon frequencies is
a PDW state of FF-type, namely a valley-polarized PDW
state (s-wave or d-wave) whose Cooper pairs condense at
a single momentum QQQ = 2KKK. Consequently, there is no
induced CDW or uniform charge-4e SC order. However,
there are higher harmonic orders consisting of charge-
4e PDW order with 2QQQ and charge-6e uniform SC order
with 3QQQ ≡ 000 since 3KKK is a reciprocal lattice vector.

In summary, our VMC calculations imply that (s-
wave or d-wave) PDW ground state phases occur in
the Holstein-Hubbard model on the triangular lattice for
moderately strong doping, relatively high phonon fre-
quencies, in a range of (low) electron densities that de-
pends on the phonon frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
The obtained PDW state is valley-polarized with stag-
gered loop currents, spontaneously breaking both time-
reversal and inversion symmetries, which can be em-
ployed to realize superconducting diode effect [76–79].
One interesting open question concerns the nature of the
quantum phase transition between sPDW and dPDW.
Moreover, how these different PDWs respond to external
magnetic fields is another interesting issue for investi-
gation [80]. We believe that our work provides strong
support for possible realization of various PDW states in
2D quantum systems with both strong electron-electron
and electron-phonon interactions.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

A. Different Ansätze and competing states

In the following, we will show more Gutzwiller-projected mean-field states with different pairing patterns in the
VMC framework. As shown in the main text, the general mean-field-like Hamiltonian (with spin-singlet pairing terms)
can be written as,

Hmf =
∑

i,l

(
Ti,al

F†
i Fi+al

+∆i,al
F†

i F̄i+al
+H.c.

)
+
∑

i

(
ΛiF†

i Fi +Mi · F†
i

σσσ

2
Fi

)
, (S1)

where ∆i,al
=

{
∆̃l(e

iqqq·rrri + e−iqqq·rrri), LO-type

∆̃le
iqqq·rrri , FF-type

where |Ψmf(x)⟩ is the mean-field ground state, and x denotes the variational parameters (Ti,al
, ∆i,al

, Λi, Mi, qqq).
Using the above trial wave functions and the Gutzwiller projection enforcing the no-double-occupancy constraint (i.e.
PG =

∏
i(1− ni,↑ni,↓)), we could calculate the expectation values of the original effective t-J-V model employing the

standard VMC approach. Specifically, the projected trial wave function becomes |Ψ(x)⟩ = PNe
PG|Ψmf(x)⟩ with fixed

number of electrons Ne through PNe .
The PDW state is constructed by spatial variations of the paring parameter, ∆i,al

with l ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Note that qqq
is the center-of-mass momentum of the pairing in the mean-field wave function. Indeed, from a symmetry point of
view, (i) if the PDW ordering vector is at the high symmetry point (i.e. ΓΓΓ, KKK, or KKK ′), the classification of s- and
d-wave is meaningful, and then the s-wave PDW is invariant under C6 rotation while the d-wave PDW is necessarily
nematic due to local structure; (ii) the rotation symmetry is necessarily broken even in an s-wave pairing if the
PDW ordering vector qqq is generic not at high symmetry point. Thus, there is no constraint on ∆i,al

for the generic
momentum qqq, which means there is no relation between the strength of pairing among three distinct bond directions,
namely a generic PDW. In other words, for the generic qqq, the sPDW and dPDW are just two special choices of former
factors. For qqq = KKK or KKK ′, it has C3 rotation symmetry such that one can sharply define sPDW and dPDW. We
have also constructed uniform SC states (with setting qqq = 0), CDW (through modulated Λi), 120

◦-AFM order (via
three-sublattice local field Mi), and other mixed states with coexisting multiple broken symmetries (such as uniform
SC+PDW states, uniform SC+CDW states, PDW+CDW states, uniform SC+120◦-AFM states, CDW+120◦-AFM
states, and the like). Additionally, we have constructed spin-triplet SC trial wave functions, but their energies are
much higher than spin-singlet SC states after Gutzwiller projection, and thus we don’t consider them here.

Based on the standard VMC method, a direct comparison of the optimized energies of several candidate states of
some typical parameter sets is shown in Table S1. From the table, our VMC calculations show that there is a phase
transition (from valley-polarized sPDW to CDW) between electron densities n = 1/6 and n = 0.25 for ωD/|t| = 2.
Thus, the favored ground state is the s-wave PDW when the electron density is sufficiently low, consistent with the
results of the previous perturbation approach [60]. And for ωD/|t| = 2.5, the energy of the valley-polarized sPDW
state is slightly lower than that of the d-wave PDW for n = 1/6. Therefore, there is a direct phase transition from

TABLE S1. The optimized energy of several candidate states of the effective t-J-V model obtained on a system of size 12× 12
with various electric densities. Here we don’t show 120◦-AFM order (due to almost zero Mi after Gutzwiller projection) and
possible mixed states (because of higher variational energies). Note that the optimized energy means the total energy of the
original model instead of the energy per site and we set |t| = 1 as an energy unit.

ωD/|t| = 2.0 ωD/|t| = 2.5 ωD/|t| = 3.0
n = 1/6 n = 1/4 n = 1/3 n = 1/12 n = 1/6 n = 5/12 n = 1/4 n = 1/3 n = 5/12

Uniform s-wave SC −0.7287 −0.7599 −0.2898 −1.0018 −1.6425 −0.5895 −3.4833 −3.4173 −2.3484
Valley-polarized sPDW −0.7878 −0.7837 −0.3048 −1.0116 −1.6408 −0.5904 −3.4818 −3.4182 −2.3573
Valley-unpolarized sPDW −0.7738 −0.7788 −0.2706 −1.0103 −1.6322 −0.5613 −3.4816 −3.3980 −2.3557
Uniform d-wave SC −0.7292 −0.7588 −0.3062 −1.0009 −1.6436 −0.5941 −3.4845 −3.4103 −2.3633
Valley-polarized dPDW −0.7292 −0.7603 −0.3085 −1.0008 −1.6441 −0.5881 −3.4867 −3.4209 −2.3675
Valley-unpolarized dPDW −0.7146 −0.7394 −0.2882 −0.9476 −1.5717 −0.4153 −3.4537 −2.9171 −2.1150
Uniform d+id-wave SC −0.7275 −0.7561 −0.3057 −1.0012 −1.6424 −0.5875 −3.4851 −3.4114 −2.3579
Valley-polarized d+idPDW −0.7255 −0.7577 −0.3038 −1.0007 −1.6415 −0.5789 −3.4811 −3.4102 −2.3539
Valley-unpolarized d+idPDW −0.7098 −0.7042 −0.3037 −0.9816 −1.5998 −0.3983 −3.4583 −2.8440 −2.2573
CDW −0.6596 −0.8876 −0.5466 −0.9175 −1.4568 −0.7589 −2.8914 −3.1204 −1.8722
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TABLE S2. The optimized energy of several valley-polarized PDW states with different pairing momentums (near KKK-point),
obtained on a system of size 12 × 12 with ωD = 2, n = 0.1667 (sPDW) and ωD = 3, n = 0.25 (dPDW). Note the momentum
qqq = m

12
bbb1 + n

12
bbb2 is represented by (m, n) for short, and thus (4, 8) stands for KKK-point in the first Brillouin zone. In addition,

rrrij = (rrri + rrrj)/2 denotes the center-of-mass coordinate of Cooper pair.
Momentum qqq of pairing ∆̃ije

iqqq·rrrij (3, 7) (3, 8) (3, 9) (4, 7) (4, 8) (4, 9) (5, 7) (5, 8) (5, 9)
Valley-unpolarized sPDW -0.7659 -0.7660 -0.7254 -0.7663 -0.7879 -0.7658 -0.7332 -0.7654 -0.7650
Valley-unpolarized dPDW -3.4846 -3.4823 -3.4852 -3.4820 -3.4847 -3.4808 -3.4849 -3.4850 -3.4857

We find that there is a phase transition (from valley-polarized sPDW to CDW) between electron density n = 0.1667
and n = 0.25 for the case ωD = 2, as shown in Table S1. Thus the favored ground state is s-wave PDW when the
electron density is sufficiently low, consistent with results obtained from the previous perturbation approach [60]. And
for the case ωD = 2.5, the energy of the valley-polarized sPDW state is a little lower than that of the G-dPDW (e.g.
a valley-polarized d-wave PDW state with the total momentum of Cooper pairs QQQ = 2KKK after Gutzwiller projection
while a uniform d-wave SC state before projection) for n = 0.25. In some sense, the issue can be understood by
the highly nontrivial Gutzwiller projection whose role is to remove all double occupation to recover physical Hilbert
space (which has an intrinsic many-body character). In other words, the mean-field prediction may be qualitatively
changed by the Gutzwiller projection [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ]. At a deeper level, the effective t-J-V model is equivalent
to a lattice gauge theory with slave particles coupled with a compact gauge field [? ? ], and mean-field theory
corresponds to the saddle point solution of the functional integral. Specifically, Gutzwiller projection introduced to
enforce the no-double-occupancy constraint becomes the “time component” of the gauge field, and we assume that the
“spatial components” of the gauge field change physics at most quantitatively rather than qualitatively. The gauge
fluctuation around the mean-field state always determines the stability of the mean-field theory itself. Therefore, we
should no longer be surprised that the Gutzwiller projection (partially considering gauge fluctuations) might modify
some properties of the mean-field theory. In other words, some aspects of the projected state may differ slightly
or even completely from the pre-projected state. As shown in the table, the energy of the G-dPDW state (or the
valley-polarized dPDW) is lower than that of the valley-polarized sPDW state for n = 0.25 in a larger system size (see
Section E for more details). The energy difference between the G-dPDW and the valley-polarized dPDW is small and
dependent on the electron density and lattice size. Although both are very different before the Gutzwiller projection,
the properties of the G-dPDW state are the same as the valley-polarized d-wave PDW state after projection. Thus,
they correspond to the same physical state because we mainly care about the real spin wave functions, and sometimes
we uniformly call them dPDW. Therefore, there is a direct phase transition from sPDW to dPDW less than electron
density n = 0.25. For the case ωD = 3, there is a much larger region for the dPDW phase.

Furthermore, we also compare energies of valley-polarized PDW states (s-wave and d-wave) with different momen-
tum qqqs [around KKK-point (i.e. 1

3bbb1+ 2
3bbb2)]. As shown in Table S2, for sPDW states, the energy of PDW with momentum

qqq = 1
3bbb1 + 2

3bbb2 is lowest among them; however, for dPDW states, the energy of PDW with momentum qqq = 5
12bbb1 + 3

4bbb2

is lowest among them. A natural question to ask is whether the ground state is an incommensurate valley-polarized
dPDW state or not. But we find that after Gutzwiller projection the incommensurate dPDW state with momentum
qqq = 5

12bbb1 + 3
4bbb2 becomes a commensurate d-wave PDW where Cooper pairs condense at QQQ = 2KKK. It means the center

mass of momenta QQQ of the PDW state obtained by projection does not depend on qqq in the mean-field Hamiltonian,
indicating that there is a strong tendency towards valley-polarization and intra-valley pairing with QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′

(see Section C for more details). Meanwhile, the result is unchanged with increasing or decreasing electron densities.
Indeed, from the aspect of symmetry, any valley-polarized state formally breaks rotational symmetry (that breaks C6

down to C3 by itself on the triangular lattice). In the sPDW state, there is a symmetry that restores an effective C6

FIG. S1. Properties of PDW states with various phonon frequencies and electron densities. (a) and (d): The occupation
number in momentum space n(kkk); (b) and (e): The static superconductivity structure factor |SSC

a1a1
(kkk)|; (c) and (f): The static

spin structure factor S(kkk). The left three figures [(a)∼(c)] are for sPDW with setting ωD = 2, n = 0.1667 and right three
figures [(d)∼(f)] are for dPDW with setting ωD = 3, n = 0.25. The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

(c) (d)(b)(a) (e) (f)

FIG. S1. Properties of PDW states with various phonon frequencies and electron densities. (a) and (d): The occupation
number in momentum space n(kkk); (b) and (e): The static SC structure factor |SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk)|; (c) and (f): The static spin structure

factor S(kkk). The left three figures [(a)∼(c)] are for sPDW with setting ωD/|t| = 2 and n = 1/6, and right three figures [(d)∼(f)]
are for dPDW with setting ωD/|t| = 3 and n = 1/4. The red dotted box represents the first Brillouin zone.

sPDW to dPDW below electron density n = 1/6. As the phonon frequency increases, there is a much larger region
for the dPDW phase for ωD/|t| = 3. Here, we also compare the energies of valley-polarized PDW states with different
momentums qqqs and find that their energies are no better (not shown here). From our VMC simulations, the optimized
hopping parameters Ti,al

are complex numbers (which usually break time-reversal and inversion symmetries), and
the symmetry between momenta kkk and −kkk points in the dispersion is indeed broken. If electron density is small, the
electrons will first occupy the momentum points where the energies are lower (i.e. valley polarization near the KKK
point in Fig. 1(b)), and Gutzwiller projection can spontaneously select out the pairing momentum QQQ = 2KKK ≡ KKK ′.
Thus the mechanism of PDWs in the present model is firstly valley polarization with staggered loop currents and
then intra-pocket pairing.

Actually, in the VMC framework, we have considered generic PDW states (namely ∆̃l are considered as three
independent variational parameters), and find that their energies are no better than those of the corresponding s-
wave or d-wave PDW in the larger lattice size. Additionally, the effect of small t2 and τ terms in the effective t-J-V
model on the 2D triangular lattice is almost negligible, at most slightly changing the phase boundary. To summarize,
the hopping t1, the exchange interaction J , and the density-density interaction V determine the key physics of the
system under study.

Taken together, our VMC simulations clearly show that the valley-polarized (either s-wave or d-wave) PDW state
can be favored as the ground state of the effective t-J-V model [for details see Fig. 1(c)]. It is possible that the sPDW
state disappears with further increase of the phonon frequency. However, further studies are needed to determine the
upper critical phonon frequency at which the valley-polarized sPDW disappears.

B. Properties of PDWs with various electron densities

As shown in Figs. 2, 3, and S1, the properties of PDW states are stable for electron densities regardless of whether
the ground state is a valley-polarized sPDW or dPDW state. Specifically, for both PDW states, the static spin
structure factor has not changed qualitatively while the effective Fermi surface (as shown in the occupation number
in momentum space n(kkk)) becomes larger and larger as we increase electron densities in the PDW phase. Moreover,
the peak of the static SC structure factor in the PDW phase becomes higher as the electron density increases.
Thus, the properties of the sPDW (or dPDW) are consistent in the corresponding region of the phase diagrams.
In particular, the valley polarization (indicating an orbital loop current order) breaks time-reversal and inversion
symmetries independently for the SC order. The valley-polarized sPDW doesn’t break any other symmetries, while
the valley-polarized dPDW breaks the remaining C3 rotation symmetry, namely, exhibiting a nematic order.

To estimate the possible SC transition temperature at low electron density, we have calculated the static SC
structure factor SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(kkk) of sPDW (fixing ωD/|t| = 2, n ≈ 1/12) on different lattice sizes, and thus the height at the

KKK ′-point becomes a small finite value (∼ 5 × 10−5) in the thermodynamic limit. If we assume that the energy scale

of the bare hopping t is about 100 meV, the pairing order parameter becomes ∆ ∼ J ×
√
|SSC

aaa1,aaa1
(K ′K ′K ′)| ∼ 0.1 meV,

which means the SC transition temperature is about 1 K. Roughly speaking, at this low electron density, the above
pairing order parameter ∆ is an order of magnitude smaller than the hopping t1 in the effective model.

C. Charge-density-wave orders with different patterns

In the following, we consider other possible charge-density-wave patterns besides the CDW mentioned above (by
modulated Λi with momentum qqq). For simplicity, we consider only two types of CDW orders with different patterns
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TABLE V. The optimized energy of CDWs obtained on a system of size 12 × 12 with various electric densities. Note that the
optimized energy means the total energy of the original model instead of the energy per site.

ωD = 2.0, n = 0.3333 ωD = 2.5, n = 0.4167 ωD = 3.0, n = 0.5556
CDW -0.5466 -0.7589 0.3069
CDW2×2 -0.3156 -0.5962 0.6514
CDW3×3 -0.3140 -0.5974 0.6539

the general variational mean-field Hamiltonian (5) to the mean-field Hamiltonian (without pairing terms),

HMF =
∑

〈i,j〉

(
χij(c

†
i↑cj↑ + c†

i↓cj↓) + H.c.
)

+
∑

i

λ0(c
†
i↑ci↑ + c†

i↓ci↓), (7)

where χij are complex nearest-neighbor hoppings and λ0 is the chemical potential. The dispersion takes the form of

E(qqq) = 2
∑

i

[
Re(χ) cos(δδδi · qqq) + Im(χ) sin(δδδi · qqq)

]
+ λ0, (8)

where δδδi ∈ {x̂, − 1
2 x̂ +

√
3

2 ŷ, − 1
2 x̂ −

√
3

2 ŷ} and the lattice spacing has been set to 1. The dispersion of Eq.(8) with a
complex hopping χ (which is obtained from VMC calculations) is shown in Fig.6(a). As we can see, the symmetry
between momenta qqq and −qqq points in the dispersion is broken because of the spatial inversion symmetry (P : qqq → −qqq)
breaking. If electron density is small, the electrons will first occupy the momentum points where the energies are
lower. The dispersion of the PDW state can be qualitatively obtained by diagonalizing the mean-field Hamiltonian
(5) in a larger system size with the optimized parameters from VMC. We find that the physical picture above is
consistent with the mean-field dispersion of the dPDW state, as shown in Fig.6(b). Meanwhile, the dispersion of
sPDW without considering pairing terms is rather similar to that of dPDW state.

In addition, the ground state in the intermediate electron density region becomes a d-wave PDW rather than a
d+id-wave PDW. We guess the possible mechanism is the d-wave PDW has a nodal structure [shown in Fig.6(b)]
while low-energy excitations of the d+id-wave PDW are gapped.

D. Charge density waves with different patterns

In this section, we will consider other possible CDW orders except for the above-mentioned CDW (through mod-
ulated λi with momentum qqq as shown in Table II). For simplicity, we only consider two types of CDW orders with
different patterns (means translation symmetry breaking patterns), as shown in Fig.7. Both CDW trial wave functions
can be constructed by the nearest-neighbor hoppings χij and chemical potential λi,

HCDW
MF =

∑

〈i,j〉

(
χijF†

i Fj + H.c.
)

+
∑

i

λiF†
i Fi, (9)

where ni = F†
i Fi represents electron density on site i and |ΨCDW

mf 〉 is the mean-field ground state of HCDW
mf . The

pattern {λi} determines different CDW orders, for example, four sites (corresponding to {λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4}) in the

FIG. 7. The patterns of two types of CDW orders. (a) CDW2×2 order with a 2 × 2 pattern; (b) CDW3×3 order with a 3 × 3
pattern. Note that different colors indicate different parameters λi in Eq.(9). The black dotted box represents the unit cell of
the CDW order.

(a) (b)

FIG. S2. The patterns of two types of CDW orders. (a) CDW2×2 order with a 2× 2 pattern; (b) CDW3×3 order with a 3× 3
pattern. Note that different colors indicate different site-energy parameters Λi in Eq. (S2). The black dotted box represents
the unit cell of the corresponding CDW order.

TABLE S2. The optimized energy of CDWs obtained on a system of size 12× 12 with various phonon frequencies and electron
densities. The patterns of CDW2×2 and CDW3×3 are shown in Fig. S2 above. Note that the optimized energy means the total
energy of the original model instead of the energy per site and we set |t| = 1 as an energy unit.

ωD/|t| = 2.0, n = 1/3 ωD/|t| = 2.5, n = 5/12 ωD/|t| = 3.0, n = 5/9
CDW −0.5466 −0.7589 0.3069
CDW2×2 −0.3156 −0.5962 0.6514
CDW3×3 −0.3140 −0.5974 0.6539

(which means translation symmetry-breaking patterns), as shown in Fig. S2. These CDW-type trial wave functions
(without magnetic orders) can be constructed by the projected CDW-type mean-field Hamiltonian,

HCDW
mf =

∑

i,l

(
Ti,al

F†
i Fi+al

+H.c.
)
+

∑

i

ΛiF†
i Fi, (S2)

where |ΨCDW
mf ⟩ is the mean-field ground state of the CDW-type mean-field Hamiltonian above, and the pattern

{Λi} determines different CDW orders. Therefore, for the CDW2×2 order [Fig. S2(a)], the trial wave function is

|ΨCDW2×2(x)⟩ = PNe
PG|ΨCDW2×2

mf (x)⟩, where x denotes the variational parameters (Ti,al
, Λ1, Λ2, Λ3, Λ4). Similarly,

for the CDW3×3 order [Fig. S2(b)], the trial wave function is |ΨCDW3×3(x)⟩ = PNe
PG|ΨCDW3×3

mf (x)⟩, where x denotes
the variational parameters (Ti,al

, Λ1, Λ2, Λ3, Λ4, Λ5, Λ6, Λ7, Λ8, Λ9). Using the above wave functions, we calculate
the expectation values of the original effective t-J-V model utilizing the VMC approach. A direct comparison of the
optimized energies of CDW orders with different phonon frequencies and electron densities is shown in Table S2. As
a result, we find that the energy of the CDW state with Λi = Λ0 +Λ1 cos(qqq · rrri) is the lowest one among them, where
the momentum qqq dependents on the specific electron density, i.e. it has an incommensurate order. We also check the
energies of these CDW orders on larger system sizes and find that the results from VMC are consistent. Perhaps,
some CDW patterns with rather large unit cells will be further considered in the VMC framework.

D. The finite-size effect of the effective t-J-V model

As noted in the main text, the phase diagram of the effective t-J-V model (with setting ωD/|t| = 3) obtained
by VMC is inconsistent with the results obtained by DMRG on cylinders (i.e., highly anisotropic ladder geometries
composed of a relatively small number of legs) [61]. The DMRG results show that the ground state is only a valley-
polarized sPDW (resulting from intra-pocket pairing with a weakly incommensurate center of mass momentum) in
a large region of low electron density, while the VMC calculations show a valley-polarized sPDW for a small region
with very low electron density and a valley-polarized nematic dPDW for a large region [see Fig. 1(c)].

To understand the issue, we have studied the effective t-J-V model on the quasi-one-dimensional system (which is
like the lattice geometry in DMRG). As shown in Table S3, we indeed find a very broad regime of the valley-polarized
sPDW phase whose size increases as Ny decreases (when the total lattice number N = Nx×Ny is fixed). Specifically,
for the 48×3 case, the phase transition from sPDW to dPDW may be larger than the electron density n = 1/3, while
the phase transition from sPDW to dPDW is much less than the electron density n = 1/6 for the 12 × 12 case. In
a sense, the more the system resembles a quasi-one-dimensional geometry, the stronger the tendency for the ground
state to be sPDW. To summarize, the above VMC results are qualitatively consistent with those obtained by DMRG
(except for commensurate in VMC and weakly incommensurate in DMRG). However, the lattice size we can simulate
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TABLE S3. The optimized energy of two candidate states of the effective t-J-V model (with setting ωD/|t| = 3) obtained on
the torus of different geometric shapes (fixed the total lattice number, N = Nx × Ny = 144) with various electron densities.
Note that the optimized energy means the total energy of the original model instead of the energy per site and we set |t| = 1
as an energy unit.

12× 12 24× 6 48× 3
n = 1/6 n = 1/4 n = 1/3 n = 1/6 n = 1/4 n = 1/3 n = 1/6 n = 1/4 n = 1/3

Valley-polarized sPDW −2.9233 −3.4818 −3.4182 −2.8347 −3.3807 −3.3551 −3.5668 −4.3629 −3.9224
Valley-polarized dPDW −2.9250 −3.4867 −3.4209 −2.8337 −3.3828 −3.4219 −3.5370 −4.2837 −3.9205

with VMC is very limited and not large enough so far. We conjecture that whether the system is commensurate or
weakly incommensurate may depend on the size and shape of the 2D system. Moreover, we believe that when if much
larger lattice size can be studied in VMC, the PDW should show evidence of incommensurateness, not in conflict
with the DMRG study. Thus, it is clear that the finite-size effects in the effective t-J-V model on the 2D triangular
lattice, which in DMRG arise from the circumference of the cylinder used, are strong.
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